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Board approves Women,
Gender Studies major

Blue-light phones
not in GV future

major at GVSU, which was approved by
the board at the meeting.
“This will be an excellent addition to
It was business as usual at the quarterly the curriculum at GVSU,” said Noreen
meeting of Grand Valley State University’s Myers, a member of the board.
Board of Trustees on Monday - except for
The program is
a stop by a familiar TV
expected
to
grow
character.
“The study of gender
quickly with more than
Mr.
McFeely
700 students already
has broadened and
of “Mister Rogers’
enrolled in WGS classes,
expanded... we have
Neighborhood”
76 of whom have WGS
stopped in to advertise
as a minor.
these students who
the Mister Rogers’
“The
study
of
really
want
to
take
WGS
Neighborhood
gender has broadened
Sweater Drive, which
and expanded since we
as their major.”
kicked off Monday
started the program, and
and runs through IX*c.
it’s important because
WENDY
WENNER
5.
we have this demand and
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
All of the trustees
we have these students
DEAN
and GVSU President
who really want to take
Thomas
J.
Haas
WGS as their major,”
donated sweaters.
said Wendy Wenner, dean of the College
Another topic discussed was the of Interdisciplinary Studies. “We have the
addition of a Women and Gender Studies

While several local college campuses
have added blue-light phone kiosks as
added safety measures. Grand Valley State
University will not be one of them.
The kiosks, recently
implemented at Grand
Rapids
Community
College and Hope
College, are equipped
with flashing lights
and a public address
system administrators
use to inform students
of emergencies.
“Eversincetheearly
‘90s, students have
expressed concerns about the technology
for safety on this campus,” said Brandon
DeHaan, GVSU’s assistant director of the
Department of Public Safety.
But GVSU is distinct from the other
schools in several ways, so the phones may
not be as pressing of a need, he said.
“GVSU has a rural, defined campus
unlike GRCC and Hope, which are more
urban,” DeHaan said.
Nineteen years have passed since the
first committee had a meeting about the use
of phone technology on GVSU’s campuses
and since then, phones have been placed
around the school’s campuses in different
areas, he added.
“Action phones are in the interior of
our academic buildings and near the main
entrance on the exterior of every housing
unit,” DeHaan said. “There is an emergency
phone available for students to use.”
And as the use of cell phones increases,
GVSU’s campuses are equipped with
emergency notification systems.
Students can sign up to receive an
e-mail, text message or phone call from the
university if a serious incident occurs.
However, some students suggest the
phones may be beneficial, at least on the
Pew Campus, due to its structure.
“1 think the university would benefit
(from having the phones) just because of the
location,” said Keyuana Rosemon, junior
sociology major and former downtown
housing resident. “Relative to the Allendale
Campus, the downtown camp>us is open
and less sheltered so essentially anyone can
walk in.”
However, DeHaan said students on
campus are likely to mn away from a
potential problem and not toward a bluelight phone kiosk.
Paige Procter, a senior biomedical
science major, said she believes simply
having access to the kiosks can increase the
feeling of safety on GVSU’s campuses.
“Knowing the phones are an option is
great,” Proctor said. “Fumbling to get your
(cell) phone while in danger is not good, so
the kiosks might make students feel more
comfortable.”
Even though the kiosks might now
prevent threatening situations, they may
still add another line of defense, said Loren
Jordan, a junior statistics major.
“Having the phones available on campus
does not guarantee there will be a decrease
in incidents or unsafe feelings,” Jordan said.
“But they will work as extra precautionary
tools for safety on our campus.”
The DPS 24-hour dispatch phone
number is (616) 331-3255.

By Zellia Fossett
GVI1 Staff Writer

By Jason Puscas
GVI. Staff Writer

GVI / Pete Tabberer

McFeely sweaters: The Speedy Delivery man from "Mr Rogers' Neighborhood" accepts a GVSU

sweatshirt from the Board of Trustees Monday. Mr. McFeely (center) visited the board meeting to
kick off the Mister Rogers' Neighborhood Sweater Drive, which will run through Dec. 5.

faculty, the students and the curriculum,
and we hope to have our first graduating
class this year.”
Also approved were the interior
architect, project engineer and construction
contractorforGVSU’snewest development
in a former bicycle factory, located at 514
Butterworth Ave. SW in downtow n Grand

Rapids.
The building originally housed the
Grand Rapids Bicycle Company. The
company operated until 1900 when the
bicycle it manufactured, the Clipper,
was discontinued and the factory shut
down. TTie building was used for multiple
See Program, A2

Accident kills GV sophomore
Friends, family mourn loss of Brad Doane,
who was killed in two-car accident Monday
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Sports Editor

A 19-year-old Grand Valley
State University student was killed
Monday when the vehicle he was
driving was struck by a sport utility
vehicle at a Georgetown Township
intersection.
Brad Doane, a GVSU sophomore
and secondary education major, died
at the scene when his Chevy Malibu
was hit on the driver’s side by an
eastbound Jeep Cherokee at 3:15
p.m. at the corner of 36th Street and
Bauer Road.
Neither the Cherokee driver,
Kimberly Marshall, 27, nor her
4-year-old son Cole Marshall were
injured in the crash, police said.

There were no other passengers
reported in the Malibu.
Authorities believe Doane stopped
at the intersection and pulled out not
seeing the oncoming vehicle, which
had the right-of-way and could not
avoid the crash.
Friends of the 2007 Hudsonville
High School graduate remember
Doane as an active student with an
infectious smile.
Sophomore business major Phil
Korpi met Doane at the beginning of
the school year, but said the two had
grown close in recent months.
“We would hang out daily,”
Korpi said. “The only way for me to
describe him is the quiet, shy guy.
See Accident, A2

GVI / Kim Miller

The stop sign at the intersection of 36th street and Bauer Road reads
"Don't Stop Believing In Memory of Brad Doane" GVSU sophomore Brad Doane was killed in a car
accident at this intersection on Monday.
Intersection memorial:

Courtesy Photo / R I P. Brad Doane Facebook page

Remember: A Facebok group, R I P. Brad Doane, was formed for friends and classmates to give

tribute and share memories of Brad Doane, a GVSU sophomore killed Monday in a car accident.
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Regional students' representation called to question
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Managing Editor

Grand Valley State University
boasts five campuses throughout
West Michigan, but only two have
traditionally enjoyed representation

in student life.
The inclusion of the Meijer
Campus in Holland, the Traverse
City Campus and the Muskegon
Campus has long been limited by
distance and student enrollment.
On Oct. 16. the question of

courtesy rnoto i tiizaoetn uenau
Satellite campus: GVSU's Meijer Campus is located in Holland. Some students are working
toward achieving regional representation from other campuses in the Student Senate

regional representation was brought moving,” Parker said. “If we could
to the Student Senate by junior John have a senator on these campuses
Parker, a non-traditional student and help them get funding for their
who recently transferred from the student groups, then we could
make (regional campuses) more
Traverse City Campus to Allendale.
“There is an absent voice from attractive.”
this Senate,” Parker said. “And for
Since the Oct. 16 meeting.
Josh
Hilbrand,
students of the Traverse
Student
Senate
City, Muskegon
and
“There is an absent
vice president of
Holland campuses, this
Senate Resources,
silence is palpable.”
voice from this
has undertaken an
He added regional
Senate... this
initiativetoincrease
students “feel like the
representation
lost children of Grand
silence is palpable.” through
his
Valley,” though they pay
organization to all
the same tuition, they
regional campuses,
do not have the same
as well as graduate
experience.
JOHN PARKER
students.
While Parker admits
GVSU JUNIOR
“There are no
regional students cannot
specifics as to an
expect to have the
end result, just
“traditional campus life,”
he said he believes certain things are research, but we’re hoping to put
translatable and there is no reason together a proposal for Student
why regional students cannot have a Senate,” Hilbrand said. “My goal
voice in Allendale.
See Representation, A2
“I want to help get these people
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Emergency phones: Grand Rapids Community
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around their downtown campus Some students
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Representation
continued from page A1

is to do anything Senate can do
to increase representation.”
Student Senate has not seen
such interest in representation
until recently, Hilbrand said.
He attributes this growth to
the expansion of GVSU’s
graduate
programs
and
regional campuses.
The Student Services team
at the Meijer Holland Campus
met last week to discuss
ways in which to strengthen
the
relationship
between
the Student Senate and the
Holland Campus.
“We’ve
certainly
collaborated for events in
the past, but there has not
been a direct connection in
terms of representation.” said

Lisa Miller, coordinator of
the Meijer Holland Campus.
“We agreed that a campaign
to inform the students about
Student Senate would be a
great place to start.”
Regional campus students
identify predominately as
non-traditional students those who are older than the
typical 18 to 25 college age.
“Our students have a
different set of needs,” Miller
said. “Many students at the
Holland
campus
identify
as members of their local
community first as opposed
to GVSU students first. They
have a different set of needs
and wants. A representative
is key to talk about what they
may see their needs being at a
regional site.”
Parker said by the end of

the year he would like to see
each regional campus elect
one senator to the Student
Senate and see this movement
toward
representation
galvanize the campuses and
facilitate the solution toward
a vibrant student life.
“1 think we’re all in
same camp (for regional
representation),” said Bob
Stoll, director of the Office of
Student Life. “We encourage
involvement and it seems
like it should be an easy
solution, but it has challenges.
Representation can take a lot
of forms; I would challenge
the Senate to try to figure
out
what
options
(for
representation) would be.”
Gilda Povolo, the distance
coordinator for Liberal Studies
at the Traverse City Campus,

said she believes the distance
between campuses will pose
the greatest difficulty for
representation.
“It is difficult because of
the time to drive, but there is
a strong desire of our students
to feel
more connected
and get involved,” Povolo
said. "Sometimes (regional
students) feel like GVSU
doesn’t even know they
are up here. It’s like being
invisible.”
Hilbrand
and
other
members of the Student
Senate plan to work with
Parker and representatives
of the regional campuses to
ensure that action is taken
to resolve the representation
issue.

continued from page A1
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Program
continued from page A1

purposes before it was lately
destroyed by lire in 2007.
The newly-renovated space will
accommodate office and classroom
space, and will house both the
Johnson Center, which is currently
located in the DeVos Center, and the
Charter Schools’ office, which is
currently located in leased property
downtown.
James Moyer, assistant vice
president for Facilities Planning,
presented the proposal to the
board.
He not only emphasized the
advantages of the new building, but
of the ability to reuse the space that
would be newly available in the
DeVos Center.
“Some professors are currently
sitting three or four to an office,”

Moyer said. “Professors deserve
a quiet and private place of work,
and students desire that same
privacy when meeting with their
professor.”
By using the space previously
occupied by the Johnson Center,
the Seidman College of Business
would be able to accommodate
those professors in ways they were
unable to before, he added.
The new space is expected to
cost $2.6 million and be completed
in March 2009.
Other items on the agenda
included the approval of the
annual state appropriations and
capital outlay requests to the state
of Michigan, as well as the annual
financial statement and endowment
fund reports.
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but he could light up a room
with his smile. He was the
gentleman of gentleman —
one of the nicest guys you’ll
ever meet.”
An avid guitar player and
aspiring musician. Doane was
looking forward to performing
Saturday at the Intersection,
Korpi said.
“He loved playing guitar, he
took that thing everywhere,”
he said.
An active member of the
community, Doane helped
coach the freshman football
team at Hudsonville High
School and was also a Young
Life leader at Allendale High
School.
“He would just come out to
our (Allendale) High School
all the time and just hang out,”
said freshman Dan Plaggemars,
an Allendale graduate who also
ran track at Hudsonville with
Doane. “That’s just the kind of
guy he was, always involved
and just a really great, downto-earth guy.”
The pair often watched
college football together on
Saturdays and shared a weight
lifting class this semester,
which is where Plaggemars

found out about the accident
early Tuesday morning.
“It was just sadness and
shock,” he said. “He was just
a 19-year-old kid. He’ll be
missed, I already miss him.”
These feelings were shared
by dozens of those close
to Doane, who paid their
condolences at a make-shift
memorial where the accident
occurred.
A memorial will be held
11 a.m. Saturday at the

Hudsonville Reformed Church
at 3950 Highland Drive.
Visitations are scheduled
from 7 to 9 p.m. next
Wednesday and from 2 to
4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. next
Thursday at the Cook Chapel
in Grandville, 4235 Prairie St.
SW.
The funeral will be held II
a m. Saturday at Hudsonville
Reformed Church.
sports @ lanthorn .com

OK, SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN T GOURMET ARC
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CAU. IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT

¥¥
I I /<M>>

I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS SO UTS STICK WITH TASTY!

GVL / Kim Miller

Floral tribute: GVSU student Brad Doane was recently killed in a car accident
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GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

Corporate Headquarters Champaign II

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my tresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread'

III ol my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade french bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats £ cheese I can buy! Ind if it matters to you
we slice everythin; fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SUMS*

#1 PEPE^
Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato and mayo

I full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham
provolone cheese lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM

#2 BIG JOHN*'
Medium rare choice roast beet topped with
yummy mayo lettuce and tomato

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*'
Fresh housemade tuna mued with celery onions,
and our tasty sauce then topped with alfalfa sprouts
cucumber lettuce and tomato (My tuna rocks!)

#8 BILLY CLUB*'

I Ham & cheese

Choice roast beet smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato £ mayo

2 Roast Beef
3 Tuna salad
4 Turkey breast

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*'
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce tomato,
onion mayo and our homemade Italian vinaigrette
(Touhav ta order hot peppers, just ask')

5 Salami, capicola cheese
b Double provolone

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*'

LowCarb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*'

1 full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef provolone lettuce tomato £ mayo

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce
tomato, alfalfa sprouts and mayo (The original)

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sub with genoa salami provolone
capicola onion lettuce tomato & a real tasty Italran
vinaigrette (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

$
box iuncuts

minus, Mints?

POSTMASTER: please send form 3579 to Grand Valley Lanthorn,
0051 Kirkhof, Grand Valley State University, Allendale, Ml, 49401
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Assistant Advertising Manager

JENNY WHALEN

LINDSAY PARKINSON
Advertising Reps
JOSHUA CASSIDY

Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham
provolone and ions of lettuce tomato and mayo'
(k very traditional, yet always eiccptional classic!)

BRIAN BEAUPIED

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Oouble provolone real avocado spread sliced
cucumber alfalfa sprouts lettuce tomato £ mayo
(Try it on my / grain whole wheat bread This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

+ JIMMYJOHNS.COM * *

★ SIDES ★

Roast beet turkey breast lettuce tomato £ mayo.
An American classic certainly not invented by J J but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection'

• Soda Pop

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN*

• Ciant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
* Real potato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle
* [itra load of meat
evtra avocado spread

Peppers

FREEBIES

For additional copies, please contact our business offices.

REBECCA BEARD

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*'

Hot

State University students 62 times a year. One copy of this newspaper
is available free of charge to any member of the Grand Valley Community.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*'

Fresh baked turkey breast provolone cheese, avocado
spread sliced cucumber sprouts lettuce tomato, and
mayo' (It's the real deal and it ain't even California.)

OFIIVW ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25c per item i*/ tici.

lacon lettuce tomato £ mayo
(The onlv better BIT is mama s BIT)

*
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The Grand Valley Lanthorn is published twice-weekly by Grand Valley

Sports Editor
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COURTNEY MAZNER

Arts and Entertainment Editor

Advertising Designer

DANI WILICUTT

J.J.B.L.T.*

or

dkanb #allej> Uantljorn

News Editor

#12 BEACH CLUB*' ®

layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread alfalfa sprouts sliced cucumber
lettuce tomato and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not
tor vegetarians only
peace dude*)

• (itra cheese

at the intersection of 36th Street and Bauer Drive On the telephone pole at this
intersection, someone put up flowers with a folded note attached.

(SUBS T. CLUBS ONLY)

Onion lettuce alfalfa sprouts tomato mayo sliced
cucumber Oiion mustard ml £ vinegar and oregano

#15 CLUB TUNA ’
The same as our A] Totally Tuna eicept this one has
a lot more Fresh housemade tuna salad provolone
sprouts cucumber lettuce £ tomato

This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John s brother Huey It s hugt
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans1 Tons of genoa salami sliced
smoked ham capicola roast beef
turkey £ provolone |ammcd into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions mayo
lettuce tomato £ our homemade
Italian dressing

#16 CLUB LULU*
Fresh sliced turkey breast bacon lettuce tomato
£ mayo (JJ s original turkey £ bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*

OVER 20 LOCATIONS IN THE GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO AREA
TO FINO THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN’S!
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Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce
tomato £ mayo what could be better'

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK

NICOLE BLANCHARD

Laker Life Editor

Corrections
In Monday's issue of the Lanthorn, it was mistakenly reported
that the Ravine Clean-up photo on A3 was taken by Bri Goodyear. It
was a courtesy photo from Miriam Gordan.
In Monday's issue of the Lanthorn, it was mistakenly reported
that the volleyball photo on B3 was taken by Brian Sevald. The photo
was a courtesy photo from Jeremiah Schrader.
In Monday's issue of the Lanthorn, it was mistakenly reported that
the volleyball photo on B3 is Whitney Tremain. The player pictured
is Kaity Gormley
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NEWS

Rebecca Beard, News Editor
news@lanthorn.com

GVL DIGEST
News in Brief

Lanthorn Literary Edition
to give $100 for winners

J
*
•
I
!
I
\

The Grand Valley lanthorn
is seeking submissions for its
Literary Edition, which will
be published Dec. I.
The five categories are:
1.
Art and design
2.
Illustration
3.
Poetry
4.
Photography
5.
Prose/Short Story
The deadline is Nov. 10 at
5 p.m. and participants may
enter up to three submissions
per category.
One entry from *each
category will win $100, so
long as there are at least three
separate
participants
per
category
Not all submissions will
be published and l^anthoni
employees are not eligible to
win, although a staff section
will be offered.
Entries or questions may
be directed to Managing
Editor Jenny Whalen at
managingeditor® lanthorn.
com or by phone at (616) 331 -

; 2893.
♦♦

(

• ♦

as part of a class assignment to construct
a new, long-term sustainability project that
would make a difference.
In an effort to raise people’s awareness
“We all felt that there was a disconnect
of their food’s origin. Grand Valley State
from where our food comes from and
University faculty, staff and students from a
people,” said Sarah Chartier, a student in
philosophy class joined forces this summer
the Ecological Literacy and Sustainability
to start a community garden.
class.
Original planning for the garden began in
While many of Glass’ students suggested
July 2007, said Steve Glass, associate dean
Grand Rapids or Muskegon for the project,
in the College of Interdisciplinary Studies.
this class did not.
“We took a big step this year in getting
"What I liked was that it emphasized the
the garden established," he said. “It’s part
Grand Valley community,” Glass said.
of Grand Valley’s drive to be a sustainable
And although the class has ended,
community.”
several students continue
While Glass is happy
their involvement.
“We all felt that
with the progress of the
The
Student
there was a
garden, he said he is also
Environmental Coalition,
happy with the planning and
disconnect from
including Chartier, the
involvement.
vice president, continues
where our food
“It was a nice partnership
to help out as well.
between students and staff,”
comes from and
Next year, Chartier
he said.
people.”
said she would like to
The garden is located on
see workshops to show
Luce Street, between 42nd
SARAH CHARTIER
people how to can food
and 48th streets. It is on an
GVSU SENIOR
and what to plant, among
acre of land belonging to
other things.
GVSU and is being used on
She added she would
a year-to-year basis.
also like to see more seeds from around the
It consists of 25 plots measuring 8 feet by
area planted next year.
10 feet. Each plot cost $10 this year, and the
Another student in the class and president
purchaser was responsible for its upkeep.
of the Student Environmental Coalition,
The garden is organic and free seeds
Danielle Ostafinski, also has changes she
were available for anyone who bought
would like to see.
a plot. The seeds were donated by local
"Next year we hope to expand the size
growers, including Seed Savers Exchange,
of the garden and enclose it with a bamboo
Southern Exposure Seed Exchange and
fence, which is the most sustainable material
Harris Seeds.
that can be used,” she said.
A local farmer tilled the land and the
The senior would also like the Allendale
fencing and hose were donated by members
community involved, as well as a space
of the community.
dedicated to growing food for low income
The money from purchased plots went
families to have access to fresh food.
toward chicken wire to construct a deer
For more information, join the Facebook
fence around the garden.
group by searching GVSU Community
The original plan for a garden came
Garden.
from GVSU faculty, but six students from
edityan @ lan thorn jcom
the class decided to help with the garden
GVL Staff Writer

'Get Out the Vote' rally
urges student voice

Voting in the Nov. 4 general
election will take place in
Allendale. Mich, at the Second
Christian Reformed Church.
All precincts will vote
there at 6950 Lake Michigan
Drive.
Contact
Allendale
Township Clerk Candy Kraker
at (616) 895-6295, ext. 6 for
more information.

-c

By Catherine Dugan

Life science innovations
at the West Michigan Science
and Technology Initiative
recently received a $l50j000
grant from NASA.
The money will benefit
Idea
Cycle,
a
project
designed to facilitate the
commercialization of novel
life science ideas of health
care providers and educators
in West Michigan.
Partners to the program
include Grand Valley State
University, Spectrum Health,
Saint Mary’s Healthcare,
the Van Andel Institute,
Michigan Medical PC, Calvin
College and Mary Free Bed
Rehabilitation Hospital.
Idea
Cycle
partner
organizationshavecollectively
reviewed more than 300 ideas,
and successfully managed 36
through the various stages of
product development.
Twenty-one patents have
been applied for, and six have
been licensed, one license
is held by a West Michigan
medical device start-up and
another by a local engineering
and manufacturing company.
Idea Cycle was originally
known as the Biotech
Commercialization
Project
when it was established in
2004.

Allendale poll set in Second
Christian Reformed Church

A

Students, staff sow community garden

GVSU partner program
receives NASA grant

With only five days to
Election Day, the “Get Out the
Vote” rally is an opportunity
for students to learn about
the presidential candidates’
platforms and share their
views before heading to the
polls.
Sponsored by the Student
Senate, Dangerous Minds,
College Republicans, College
Democrats, NAACP and
Students For a Peaceful
Africa, tlie rail) will be lield
from 7 to 9 p.m. today in the
Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center.
Rally
sponsors
will
discuss the candidates and
their stances on issues such
as the economy, health care,
education and foreign policy
in a series of presentations.
Following
the
presentations, an open mic
forum will allow students and
organizations to share their
views as to why they support
or oppose each candidate.
Other issues which will be
addressed during the event
include why it is important
to vote and how the race is
historic.
Pizza and pop will be
provided.
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Home grown: Ben Kuian is building a path through the newly-created GVSU community garden

Honors College named Frederik Meijer
his generosity.
“Thank you for your vision, your
continued interest and investing in higher
Grand Valley State University President education and in the youth," he said. “These
Thomas J. Haas announced Wednesday the students that we will attract and will graduate
university’s Honors College will be named from here will pay dividends, improving
the Frederik Meijer Honors College.
Michigan today and for future generations.”
“The Meijer foundation has provided us
Citing the increasingly competitive
with an incredibly generous gift that will set job market students face, Meijer said it is
forth a plan of academics
important to provide them
at Grand Valley State
“If we want to
with the best education
University beyond our
possible.
survive, we have to
expectations,” Haas said.
“If we want to survive,
“We will be able to attract,
find a way to use
we have to find a way to
and most importantly, keep
our brains and that's use our brains and that’s
students from all around the
what this Honors College,
world right here.”
what this Honors
I think, is about,” he said.
The naming comes after
“And that’s why I’m proud
College... is about.”
a donation from the Meijer
to have my name on it.”
Foundation in support of
The university impacts
FREDERIK MEIJER
the Honors program.
people beyond the GVSU
CHAIRMAN EMERITUS AT
It will help provide a
community, so it is
MEIJER INC.
full-tuition scholarship for
important to have it be the
first-generation students, a
best it can be, Meijer said.
lecture series and an endowed chair devoted
“(GVSU is) a wonderful institution to
to developing entrepreneurial skills, among have in Grand Rapids,” he said. “There’s
other support programs.
something about colleges and universities
Meijer. the chairman emeritus at Meijer that raises the whole level of the people,
Inc., andhis wife, Lena, previouslyestablished because we all leam from it.”
the Fred Meijer Center for Writing and
Jeff Chamberlain, director of the Frederik
Michigan Authors on the Allendale Campus Meijer Honors College, said the donation is
and the Meijer Public Broadcast Center on significant in that it will provide important
the Pew Campus.
resources for students.
Referring to Meijer as “an honors
“It means a lot,” he said. “It means we’ll
entrepreneur in action,” Haas said have a much more complete support for our
generations of students would benefit from students and we’ll be able to attract more.”
By Rebecca Beard
GVl. News Editor

Courtesy Photo
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Honors namesake: Frederik Meijer says a few words at a press conference following the announcement

the GVSU Honors College would now be called the Frederik Meijer Honors College

Many universities have named their
honors colleges, and while GVSU has
provided students with a quality education
since its inception in 1973,having a name may
increase its perceived stature, Chamberlain
added.
“Our program has always been high
caliber, but this puts us in a different league,”
he said.
About 900 students are enrolled in the
Honors College, including 450 who live
and take classes in the Glenn A. Niemeyer

learning and Living Center.
For admission, freshmen need a 3.5
high school GPA and an ACT score of 28
or higher, although other factors, such as
extracurricular activities and essay quality,
may be considered. Transfer students and
those already enrolled at GVSU are eligible
to enter the college with a 35 GPA.
Contact the Frederik Meijer Honors
College by calling (616) 331-3219.
news@ lanthorn t om

GV students ‘fashion forward’ for sustainability
still look cute and fashionable and wear these sustainable,
envircrnmentally-friendly clothes.”
When senior Brittany Dembetger, event coordinator for
While sustainable living is often equated to recycling or GVPA,began working at Clothing Matters.a environmentally
driving a fuel-efficient vehicle,Grand Valley State University and socially conscious clothing store in Grand Rapids, she
students are introducing another dimension - fashion.
knew little about how the clothes you wear impact people.
The Grand Valley Students for a Peaceful Africa join with
“I became interested in how so many of our clothes come
the newly-established Fashion Club to host a sustainable and from sweatshop labor and how that is socially irresponsible,”
environmental ly-friendly fashion show, “Fashion Forward," Dembetger said. “On a personal level, I have become really
Saturday at 9 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center’s Perc Marquette passionate about the subject and trying to get positive working
R(x>m.
environments and fair living wages.”
“(Students) are going to see clothing
Demberger said she did not know her
modeled, which is either produced
passion would eventually help her to plan this
“I
hope
it
can
sustainably with organic methods or is
first-time event. The fashion show will feature
made in a socially sustainable manner, like
change the way
clothes made from organic, recyclable fabrics,
sweatshop free, or organically grown,”
many of which arc donated from the Ureal
people think about
said senior Alex Nolan, public relations
Goodwill Store and Salvation Army.
representative for GVPA.
“(We want stirdents) to know where these
clothing items.”
The event, which the two groups
clothes are arming from, who is making
planned during the summer, is the first
them, and also realizing that there are irther
major event for the Fashion Club.
alternatives available,” Demberger said. “You
BRITTANY
Split into three parts, the first will
can buy clothes that are socially responsible. I
DERNBERGER
exhibit sustainable options, such as
hope it can change the way people think abrrut
GVPA EVENT COORDINATOR
clothes made out of organic, recyclable
clothing items.”
fabrics, such as hemp. The second will
GVPA works to build awareness of issues
include graphic T-shirts advertising social
such as sweatshop labor, a reality that plagues
concerns. The third part will feature clothing constructed by many devekrping aruntries today.
members of the Fashion Club.
Its partnership with the FashUm Club is a way to have
“We want stirdcnts to not only come to event, but walk students leam about this important issue in an interesting way.
away knowing more than they knew before, such as where Demberger said.
to purchase anti find these kind of clothes,” said junior
“I think anytime that you can do something visual, perrple
Katherine Key, one of the event planners and GVPA’s vice respond better,” she said. “When I started finding out abtrut
president. “And also, a sense of empowerment that you can this, I thought that everything that was sustainable lorrked like
By Ellen Hensel
6’V7. Staff Writer

you were going hiking and there really wasn't any everyday
wear. But there are sustainable clothing options that are
fashionable. I think students will find it to be really cool.”
ehen.se!@ lanthorn t om

Courtesy Photo / Katherine Key

Eco attire: Shaynon Munn and Daniel Voetberg show off some of
the clothes that will be featured in Saturday's "Fashion Forward “
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Michigan in Brief

Judge to rule on political
T-shirts at Michigan polls

DETROIT < AP) - A federal
judge has said he will rule within
two days on a case seeking to
overturn Michigan’s ban on
wearing campaign T-shirts and
buttons inside polling places.
U.S. District Judge Patrick
Duggan on Monday heard oral
arguments in the case brought
this month by Council 25 of
the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees. It was hied against
Secretary of State Terri Lynn
Land and state elections director
Chris Thomas.
AFSCME attorney Herbert
Sanders says the ban oppresses
voters’ right to freedom of
expression
and
abridges
their right to vote free from
intimidation.
Assistant state attorney
general Margaret Nelson says
the state has a compelling
interest to prevent intimidation
and preserve the sanctity of the
voting place.
Sheriff. Kwame Kilpatrick will
not get special jail treatment

DETROIT (AP) - Former
Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick will
not mix with other inmates when
he reports to jail on Tuesday as
part of a plea deal in a sex-andmisconduct scandal, the Wayne
County sheriff said.
Kilpatrick won’t get special
treatment. Sheriff Warren Evans
said Monday. But because
of the ex-mayor’s notoriety,
he’ll be kept out of the general
population.
Kilpatrick was sentenced
Tuesday to 120 days in jail
and begin serving that time
for obstruction of justice
for false testimony in a civil
trial involving former police
officers.
Kilpatrick will be in his cell
23 hours a day, with one hour
exit for recreation. The cell is 15
feet by 10 feet with a toilet and
shower. There’s no television,
but Kilpatrick is permitted to
bring his own provided he
leaves it behind upon release.
Kilpatrick will be billed for
his stay at $60 a day. With good
behavior, he could get 20 days
cut off his sentence.
Kilpatrick pleaded guilty
on Sept. 4 and, in addition to
jail time, will pay the city $1
million in restitution and spend
five years on probation.

nation;/ world

University shooting kills two, wounds one
identity of the other two suspects.
After the shcXs rang exit Sunday
night, one victim died on the
CONWAY, Arit. (AP) - The sidewalk along a narrow alley
head of the University of Central between a dormitory and a fine arts
Arkansas said Mcxxlay that campus center.
was safe after a shcxXing left two
Police said the two other victims
students dead and a third person rushed into the dorm, where
wexinded.
paramedics found them.
Police said the killings did not
Swindle identified the dead as
appear to be acts of randexn violence Ryan Henderson, 18, and Chavares
and that there was no remaining Block, 19 — both students. A
threat on the 12,5(X)-student non-student, Martrevis Norman of
campus.
Blytheville, was shot in one leg and
Police said
was
released
they
were
from a hospital
questioning
after treatment.
“It does not seem at
two people and
"This
is
seeking
two
just an awful
this time that it was a
others. All four
tragedy.
It’s
are male and
random act.”
the worst thing
from the central
that can happen
Arkansas area.
on a college
LT.
PRESTON
GRUMBLES
Police
said
campus,”
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
they were not
Courtway said
ARKANSAS
students.
earl ier."We have
CAMPUS POLICE
Police had no
start looking at
motive yet for
everything.”
the shooting.
The campus was quiet Monday
“It does not seem at this time that morning. Police cars cruised its
it was a random act,” said campus quiet streets and officers roamed
police Lt. Preston Grumbles.
the grounds in flak jackets.
InterimpresidentTomCourtway,
Student Aprille Hanson, 20, of
who canceled classes Monday, said, Mountain Home said the shooting
"Our campus is safe.”
was “definitely an eye-opener” in
University police Lx Rhonda the quiet city of Conway, about 30
Swindle said two people were miles north of Little Rock.
being questioned Monday morning
"This campus is very safe. I’ve
but that neither was under arrest. never felt afraid on this campus.”
One was pulled over by police Hanson said. “Everyone’s going to
during the night and another turned be a little more tense.”
himself in, authorities said. Police
Faculty and students received
said they believed they knew the calls and e-mails through an
By Jon Gambrell

Associated Press Writer

automated system shortly after 9:30
p.m. Sunday warning them of the
shooting and urging them to stay
inside behind locked doors. School
spokesman Warwick Sabin said it
was the first use of the university’s
new emergency e-mail and phone

Man accused in chicken, fork
attacks pleads guilty

JACKSON, Mich (AP) An Ypsilanti man accused of
stabbing his mother with a fork
and attacking a second woman
with 10 pounds of frozen
chicken has pleaded guilty to
one count of felonious assault.
Forty-year-old
Frederick
McKaney entered the plea
Friday in Jackson County
Circuit Ccxirt. Prosecutors
dropped additional assault,
larceny and other chaiges.
Prosecutors say McKaney
stabbed his mother with a fork
June 23 and later exchanged
words with another woman as
he rode a stolen bicycle. They
say he hit her in the head with
a plastic bag of frozen chicken,
opening a wound that required
five surgical staples to close.
McKaney will be sentenced
Dec. 11. He faces up to four
years in prison and a $2/)00
fine.

call system, purchased last year
after the Viiginia Tech massacre.
Swindle said video captured
by surveillance cameras installed
at the campus after the massacre
would be examined.
It was the second shooting at

an Arkansas college this year. On
Feb. 27, a man was wounded at
the University of Arkansas at Little
Rock. Two suspects were charged.
The victim, James Earl Matthews,
was released after surgery.
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AP Photo / JOE LAMB/Log Cabin Democrat

University shooting: Conway and University of Central Arkansas police officers investigate the scene of a shooting on the

campus of University of Central Arkansas in Conway, Ark. late Sunday Police said two were killed in the shooting and one was
wounded Police are still questioning suspects and had not charged anyone as of press time

Michigan clerks can’t
deputize each other
By David Eggert
Associated Press Writer

LANSING, Mich. (AP) - The
Michigan attorney general’s office
said Friday that county clerks can’t
"deputize” each other to help firsttime voters who registered by mail
apply for absentee ballots.
Michigan election law requires
first-time voters who register by
mail to vote or pick up an absentee
ballot in person the first time they
vote. The requirement can cause
problems for students who are
registered at their parents’ address
but attend college elsewhere.
To get around the problem, 66
of 83 county clerks cross-deputized
each other so they could verify

first-time voters’ identities without
those voters having to return to their
hometowns to apply for absentee
ballots.
Republican Secretary of State
Terri Lynn l .and agreed with the
practice. But in response to a
letter from GOP Senate Majority
leader Mike Bishop questioning
the practice. Republican Attorney
General Mike Cox’s office said it
isn’t authorized under law.
Cox didn’t issue a formal
opinicxi, which has the force of law.
Instead, Chief Deputy Attorney
General Carol Isaacs wrote an
“informational letter.”
It was unclear late Friday
whether clerks would stop the
program and what effect the letter

could have on first-time voters
who already have been verified. It
wouldn’t be surprising to see clerks
continue the deputization program
until Cox issues a formal opinion or
a ccxirt gets involved.
Land spokeswoman Kelly
Chesney said Land disagreed with
Cox’s interpretation.
Earlier Friday, Democratic
Macomb County Clerk Carmella
Sabaugh blasted Bishop, who had
said the clerks’ actions may open up
the November election to “greater
opportunities for voter fraud.”
“The only damage to the
election process is when certain
Republicans make it harder for
decent citizens to vote," Sabaugh
said in a statement.

Upper Peninsula gets winter
season's first batch of snow

MARQUETTE, Mich. (AP)
- Cold Arctic air has ushered
in the season’s first snow to
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.
The
National
Weather
Service reports cold air crossing
Ix'ike Superior has produced
lake effect snow showers, with
reports early Monday showing
a dusting accumulating in
Marquette and other parts of
Marquette County.
Meteorologist
Steven
Fleegel in the weather service’s
Marquette office says the
inaugural snowfall was coming
right cxi time: The region usually
gets its first inch by Oct. 21.
Scattered hail and snow also
were repcxled in the Lxiwer
Peninsula, but accumulation
wasn't expected. The Mecosta
County sheriff’s department
says hail led to crashes Sunday
cxi U.S. Highway 131.

lanthorn@gvsu.edu

Snubbed: The Anchorage Daily News recently called Republican Vice

Presidential hopeful Sarah Palin (middle) "too risky" to be in the Oval Office.

Alaska's largest
newspaper snubs Palin
it.
Associated Press

AP Photo / Rogelio Solis

Ballot bust: This Oct 8, 2004 file photo shows a small box of absentee ballots, some with postage and some without, at the

Hinds County Circuit Court office, in Jackson, Miss First-time voters who register by mail are required to vote or pick up an
absentee ballot in person To circumvent this law, Michigan's Republican Secretary of State Terri Lynn Land allowed county clerks
to cross-deputize each other to verify voters identities without voters having to return to their hometowns Republican Attorney
General Mike Cox's office recently said the practice is not authorized under law.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
- The Anchorage Daily News,
Alaska’s largest newspaper,
endorsed Democratic presidential
candidate Barack Obama Sunday
after declaring Gov. Sarah Palin
“too risky” to be one step away
from the Oval Office.
“Like picking (Republican
presidential candidate John)
McCain for president, putting her
one 72-year-old heartbeat from
the leadership of the free world
is just too risky at this time," The
Daily News said.
The newspaper said Obama
“brings far more promise to
the office. In a time of grave
economic crisis, he displays
thoughtful analysis, enlists wise
counsel and operates with a cool,
steady hand.”
The Daily News said since
the economic crisis has emerged,
McCain has “stumbled and
fumbled badly” in dealing with

“Of the two candidates.
Sen. Obama better understands
the mortgage meltdown’s root
causes and has the judgment and
intelligence to shape a solution„
as well as the leadership to rally
the country behind it,” the paper
said.
The Daily News said Palin
has shown the country why she
is a success as governor. But the
paper said few would argue that
Palin is truly ready to step into
the job of being president despite
her passion, charisma and strong
work ethic.
“Gov. Palin’s nomination
clearly alters the landscape for
Alaskans as we survey this,
race for the presidency — but
it does not overwhelm all other
judgment. The election, after
all is said and done, is not about
Sarah Palin, and our sober view is
that her running mate. Sen. John
McCain, is the wrcxig choice for
president at this critical time for
our nation," the paper said.

Newspapers see sharp circulation drop: 4.6 percent
By Anick Jesdanun
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - The
naticxi’s daily newspapers, already
finding advertising revenue fall
sharply because of the weak
economy, saw circulation decline
mexe steeply than last year in the
latest repexting period, an auditing
agency said Monday.
Average weekday circulaticxi
was 38,165,848 in the six-months
ending in September, a 4.6 percent
decline from 40J022.356 in the
same pericxl a year earlier at the
507 papers that repcxled circulaticxi
totals in both periods.
The drop was only 2.6 percent
in the September 2007 pericxl,
ccxnpared with September 2006.
In the six-month period that ended
in March 2008, the decline was
3.6 percent over a year earlier.

acccxding to circulation figures that caused largely by the weak
newspapers submitted to the Audit economy.
Many papers have offset
Bureau of Circulations.
Sunday circulation fell even circulation declines with price
mexe, 4.8 percent, to 43,631,646 in increases.and some have purposely
let some sales
the latest period at
slide to focus
the 571 papers with
on those readers
ccxnparable totals.
Average weekday
who are coveted
The drop was 3-5
by advertisers cxpercent a year ago
circulation was
live in cxitlying
and 4.6 percent in
areas that are
the pericxl ending in
38,165,848 in the
mexe expensive
March.
six months ending to reach.
Newspaper
USA Today
circulations
are
in September.
remains
the
declining
largely
naticxi’s
top
because of the
selling newspaper,
cxigoing migration
with
average
of readers to the
daily circulaticxi of 2,293,310, just
Internet.
173 more than last year. The No. 2
Despite the drops, newspapers
are currently mexe worried daily. The Wall Street Journal, also
abcxit even steeper, dcxible-digit reported flat circulation — up just
reductions in advertising revciipe J17 copies to 2J)11,999.

The New York Times saw
circulation decline 3.6 percent to
1000,665, while the Ljos Angeles
Times had a 52 percent drop to
739,147.
The New York Times remains
the top paper on Sundays, when
USA Today and the Jcximal do
not publish, with a circulaticxi of
1 <438,585, down 4.1 percent. The
Los Angeles Times follows at
1055076, down 5.1 percent, and
the Post at 866057, a decrease of
32 percent.
Despite the industrywide decline
in circulation, five papers outside
the top 25 reported gains of at least
5 percent, led by the Wisconsin
State Journal of Madison, where
circulation rose 10.6 percent to
97012.
The other gainers are The
Macomb
Daily
of
Mount
Clemens. Mich., The Daily Sun

AP Photo

I Charlie

Riedel

Number drop: In this Feb 6, 2007

file photo, a customer buys The Kansas
City Star from a vending machine
in downtown Kansas City, Mo The
McClatchy Co said Oct. 21 it recorded
a profit in the third quarter, but the
newspaper publisher saw advertising
revenue erode more quickly in September

of The Villages. Fla., The Times
of Trenton, NJ., and the Citizen
Tribune of Morristown,Tenn.
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Boy s body found in SUV; may
be Jennifer Hudson's nephew
Tareen

CHICAGO (AP) — Police
searching for Jennifer Hudson’s
missing 7-year-old nephew found
the body of a young boy Monday
in the same SUV that was the part
of the massive manhunt.
Authorities didn’t identify the
body of a young black boy found
in the SUV Monday. But police
Cmdr. Wayne Gulliford said the
license plate on the SUV found
Monday matched the one sought
in an Amber Alert issued after
the singer’s mother and brother
were found shot to death at home
Friday.
Julian King, 7, hasn’t been seen
since the killings. He lives in the
home where the shrxrtings took
place.
His his Oscar-winning aunt
offered SI 00 XXX) Sunday for
information leading to his safe
return. Julian is the son of Jennifer
Hudson’s sister, Julia Hudson.
The Amber Alert listed William
Balfour, the estranged husband
of Julia Hudson, as a suspect in a
“double homicide investigation.”
He is not the boy’s father and has
not been charged in the slayings.
Police said they did not have a
motive for the killings but called
the case “domestic related.”
Balfour, 27, was taken into
custody Friday by Chicago police
for questioning in the killings. On
Sunday, he was transferred to the
Illinois Department of Corrections
“based on his active parole violation
unrelated to this investigation.”
Records from the Corrections

REERFEST
AP Photo /

Fox-TV Chicago

Body recovery: A photo from a video from Fox-TV in Chicago shows an SUV,

upper left, on Chicago's West Side Monday morning, where authorities said they've
found the body of a young black boy in the SUV that reportedly has a license plate
matching the number listed on an Amber Alert issued for Jennifer Hudson's missing
nephew, 7-year-old Julian King.

Department show Balfour is on
parole and spent nearly seven years
in prison for attempted murder,
vehicular hijacking and possessing
a stolen vehicle.
Corrections
spokeswoman
Januari Smith said Balfour would
probably remain in state custody
until the Illinois Prisoner Review
Board looked at his case. She
would not say where Balfour was
being held.
It was unclear whether Balfour
had an attorney Sunday, but his
mother, Michele Balfour, has
denied he was involved the killings
or in Julian’s disappearance.
Hudson, who won an Academy
Award in 2007 for her role in

your foot
the door!

“Dreamgirls,” was in Chicago
during the weekend. The medical
examiner’s
office
confirmed
Hudson, 27, identified the bodies
of her mother, Darnell Donerson,
57, and 29-year-old brother, Jason
Hudson. The deaths were ruled
homicides.
Hudson appealed to the public
for help, offering the reward and
asking any information be given to
Chicago police.
“Jennifer and her family
appreciate the enormous amount of
love, support and prayers they have
received while she and her family
try to cope with this tragedy and
continue the search for Julian,” said
a statement from her publicist.

Civilians attack four U.N. officers in eastern Congo
By Michelle Faul
Associated Press Writer

GOM A, Congo (AP) - Thousands of ci vi I ians threw
rocks at four United Nations offices in eastern Congo
on Monday, venting outrage at the organization’s
inability to protect them fmm rebel forces advancing
on the provincial capital of Goma.
Peacekeepers opened fire at one downtown office
and people may have been injured, a U J9. official said,
speaking on condition of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the situation.
People in eastern Congo are angry that a
17jO(X)-strong U.N. peacekeeping force has been
unable to protect them from a rebel attack. Tens of
thousands of civilians have abandoned their homes.
Meanwhile, hundreds of Congolese soldiers pulled
back Monday from the front in what appeared to be
a major retreat of government forces. Rebel leader
Gen. Laurent Nkunda has threatened to take Goma in
defiance of calls from the UN. Security Council for
him to respect a U.N.-brokered January cease-fire.
The rebels also have seized the headquarters of
Virunga National Park, home to 200 of the world’s
700 mountain gorillas, which are considered critically
endangered. Park director Emmanuel de Merode
said Sunday’s seizure of the headquarters was
“unprecedented, even in all the years of conflict.”
Congo has been ravaged by years of dictatorship
and civil war that have kept the people of the Central
African country from profiting from its vast reserves
of diamonds, gold and other resources. Congo held its
first democratic elections in more than four decades in
2006, but the new government has struggled to assert
its control.
On Sunday, rebels seized a major army camp in
eastern Congo, marking the second time they have
seized the base since Aug. 28, when Nkunda went
on the offensive after accusing government troops of
violating the January cease-fire.

The last time Nkunda’s fighters marched on Goma,
in December, U.N. peacekeepers fired on them from
attack helicopters, killing hundreds of rebels.
A U.N. official said commanders were considering
using helicopter gunships to attack the rebels, but that
the logistics were difficult.
Adding to the confusion, rebels are attacking in
small groups on several fronts and retreating to banana
plantations, passing civilians running in fright and
trying to get away, according to the official.
U.N. officials also said Nkunda’s fighters on Sunday
blatantly launched several rockets at two U.N. armored
cars.
A spokesman for Nkunda denied responsibility
for the attack that injured several U.N. soldiers and
damaged the cars.
Nkunda is believed to command about 5,500 highly
trained and disciplined fighters who say their mission is
to protect the region’s tiny Tutsi minority from a Hutu
militia that escaped from Rwanda into Congo after the
1994 genocide.
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Mass retreat: Thousands of people flee a refugee camp,

near Kibumbam some 40 kilometers (25 miles) north of
Goma in eastern Congo, Monday Thousands of refugees and
soldiers are fleeing fighting in eastern Congo in what appears
to be a major retreat of government forces being attacked by
rebels of renegade Gen. Laurent Nkunda.
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Israeli party leader sets stage for new elections
Failed attempts at
coalition goverment
cause Tzipi Liuni to
call early elections
By Josef Federman
Associated Press Writer

JERUSALEM (AP) - The
leader of Israel’s ruling parly, Tzipi
Livni, gave up her attempts to form
a coalition government Sunday,
setting the stage for early elections
and diminishing hopes for stalled
peace talks with the Palestinians.

Israel now appears to be
headed toward months of political
paralysis, and opposition leader
Benjamin Netanyahu, a critic of
the peace process, is in a strong
position to become the country’s
next leader. It would be the third
national election in six years,
reflecting the instability of Israel’s
fractious political system.
Livni, who hopes to become
Israel's first female prime minister
in three decades, has been trying
to put together a government since
she replaced the corruption-tainted
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert as
head of the ruling Kadima Party last

month. But partners in the current
coalition, which took power in
May 2(X)6, pressed new demands.
In a meeting with President
Shimon Peres broadcast live on
national TV, Livni said she did
everything she could to keep the
government intact but would not
give in to what she termed political
blackmail.
“Even at the last moment, I was
not prepared to mortgage Israel’s
economic and political future or
the hope for a better future and a
different kind of politics,” she said
after the meeting.
She told Peres that “we’ll go

to elections ... and I intend to win
them.”
Peres, whose responsibilities
include setting election dates,could
ask another politician to try to
form a government. But as leader
of Israel’s largest parly, Livni is
the only candidate with a realistic
chance of getting a parliamentary
majority.
Elections for the 120-seat
parliament will likely take place
in February or March, a year and a
half ahead of schedule.
Early elections had appeared
likely since Friday, when the ultraOrthodox Shas Party announced
it would not join a Livni-led
government. Without the support
of Shas, which controls 12 seats,
it became impossible for Livni to
maintain her party’s majority.
Livni resisted Shas’ demands
for hundreds of millions of dollars
for social welfare programs, which
are popular among the party's
impoverished voter base. She also
refused to rule out negotiations
with the Palestinians on a power
sharing agreement, as Shas had
demanded.
Most recent opinion polls have
predicted that Netanyahu, leader

of the hardline Likud Party, would
win the next election, with Livni’s
centrist Kadima coming in a close
second.
Livni might try to use the next
few months to reach a breakthrough
with the Palestinians. But the talks
so far appear to have made little
progress, and Livni may be wary
of bold moves during a campaign.
Livni also could benefit from
a cease-fire that has nearly ended
rocket barrages from the Hamascontrolled Gaza Strip. That cease
fire, however, is set to expire in
December, and a resumption of
fighting would bolster Netanyahu.
Peacemaking foundered during
Netanyahu’s three-year tenure as

[>nme minister in the 1990s, and
his election would likely spell the
end of the current peace talks.
Netanyahu accepts the idea
of a Palestinian state, but rejects
negotiations
with
Palestinian
President
Mahmoud
Abbas,
claiming the leader is too weak.
He says the Palestinians must do
more to crack down on militants
and rules out any talk of sharing
sovereignty of Jerusalem.
Peacemaking has been further
hobbled by the dueling Palestinian
governments in the West Bank,
which Abbas rules, and the Gaza
Strip, controlled by the Islamic
militant Hamas since a violent June
2007 takeover.
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Election preparation: Israeli Foreign Minister and Kadima Party leader Tzipi Livni speaks to reporters following a meeting

with Israeli President Shimon Peres at his residence, in Jerusalem, Sunday Israeli Prime Minister designate Tzipi Livni said she
is sticking by her decision to halt her efforts to form a new government and urge new elections. Livni told the ceremonial
president. Shimon Peres, on Sunday she has done everything she could to try to put together a parliamentary coalition She
urged Peres to take action to set a date for early elections

Leader of Tijuana-based drug cartel arrested
captured.
He was sentenced by a U.S.
In 2006, Francisco Javier judge to six years in prison on
Associated Press Writer
Arellano Felix was captured on drug charges but was granted
MEXICO CITY (AP) - a fishing boat by the U.S. Coast parole.
Soldiers and federal police Guard in international waters
President Felipe Calderon has
arrested a reputed leader of the off the coast of southern Baja come under criticism for a surge
Tijuana-based Arellano Felix California.
in homicides and kidnappings,
cartel after a shootout in the
A huge blow was dealt to even as thousands of soldiers and
border city across from San the gang in 2002 with the arrest federal police fight drug gangs
Diego, authorities announced of Benjamin Arellano Felix, across the country.
Sunday.
reputedly the planning chief
Calderon’s
administration
Eduardo Arellano Felix, 52, of the gang, and the killing also has focused on extraditing
was captured Saturday night of Ramon Arellano Felix, the suspected traffickers to the
together with his II-year-old groups feared enforcer.
United States,a move which U.S.
daughter. Assistant Secretary of
Francisco Rafael Arellano anti-drug officials have praised.
Public Safety Eacundo Rosas Felix, the oldest of seven
A Mexican judge in July
told reporters.
brothers, was extradited to the blocked the extradition to the
The suspect was flown to U.S. in 2006 by then President U.S. of Benjamin Arellano
Mexico City. The U.S. State Vicente Fox. In March, he was Felix until a court can rule on
Department once offered $5 deported to Mexico after being the legality of the government’s
million for his capture.
freed from a San Diego prison. extradition order.
Rosas said that Arellano Felix
and his sister Enedina Arellano
Felix took over the drug clan’s
leadership after several of their
brothers were arrested or killed.
“The generation of brothers
who formed this criminal
organization has been dissolved,”
Rosas said.
He said Enedina’s son, Luis
Fernando Sanchez Arellano,
has taken over the cartel’s
operations.
Tijuana, once clearly the
gang’s home turf, has become a
focal point of soaring violence
between rival organized crime
groups and often outgunned
authorities.
Rosas said much of the
violence in the city of 1.5
million people stems from a
fight between the cartel and a
AP Photo I Mexico's Federal Public Safety Department
breakaway group.
Drug bust: In this image released by Mexico's Federal Public Safety Department,
The Arellano Felix cartel
SSP, on Sunday, wanted drug-kingpin Eduardo Arellano Felix, right, leader of
emerged in the 1980s as a drug the Tijuana-based Arellano Felix cartel, is escorted by a hooded policemen at an
trafficking powerhouse across undisclosed location Eduardo Arellano Felix was captured on Saturday together
the U.S. border from San Diego, with his daughter after a shootout in a middle-class neighborhood of Tijuana,
but has been weakened in recent Mexico's Defense Department announced The U S State Department once offered
years as leaders were killed or $5 million for his capture
By Olga R. Rodriguez
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Go blue
Reported assault and violence may
be declining at Grand Valley State
University, but the university should
still install security phones across
campus to protect its students.
With the shootings at Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois
University in the past 1.5 years, college students across the
country recognize violence and assault can happen at any
place and at any time.
Many colleges and universities are taking one extra
safety measure by installing blue-light phones that come
equipped with flashing lights and a public address system
administrators can use to notify students of campus
emergencies all throughout their campuses. Such schools
include Grand Rapids Community College and Hope College,
which implemented the kiosks within the past year.
But despite other schools’ extra security, GVSU still
refuses to jump on the bandwagon and install these security
phones. Administrators say they are not necessary as other
schools are more “urban,” while GVSU sits in the rural fields
of Allendale. However, NIU’s campus is very similar to
Allendale, and the NIU community unfortunately learned that
not all violence takes place in the city.
While there are emergency-use phones in all on-campus
housing complexes and academic buildings, there is still a lot
of acreage left out at GVSU. In the event of an emergency,
who has the time or even the state of mind to remember the
location of the nearest emergency-use phone? Blue-light
phones are conveniently located outside with bright, flashing
lights that can be detected in the worst state of panic.
Within the past year, GVSU has implemented and utilized
the emergency notification system via cell phone and
e-mail. While this is a step in the right direction, numerous
locations across campus restrict cell phone signals. Students
in buildings such as Calder, AuSable or even the Lower
Commons will not receive a text message in the event of an
emergency, and e-mail is not always an accessible alternative.
Allendale may be rural, but extra security is always better
than not enough. Even if blue-light phones are not installed
on the main campus, other satellite campuses, such as Pew,
should be on the priority list for extra security. Pew Campus
is nestled in downtown Grand Rapids, and is continuously
expanding its size. The downtown campus sees more nonGVSU students and should be equipped if an emergency
should occur.
Blue-light phones are an extra expense, but shouldn’t it be
an expense worth paying for? It is better than the price that
could be paid during the event of an emergency.
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“There is an absent voice from
this Senate. And for students of
the Traverse City, Muskegon and
Holland campuses, this silence is
palpable.”

YOUR INSIGHTS

Should GVSU install security phones
across campus?

"No, because it creates
the perception that
there is a safety issue on
campus when there isn't
one."

"Yes, because Grand
Valley is considered
a safe campus, so
they should take all
precautions possible."

"No. There isn't really a
need. 1 feel safe enough
to walk to my car at
night."

Josh Jones

Nathan Plaskey
Senior
Biomedical Sciences
Macomb, Mich.

Sophomore
Biomedical Sciences
Farmington Hills, Mich.

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters mast be typed.
The Grand Valley I anthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters ore-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons.
The content,
information
and
views expressed arc not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

April Dutcher

Briana Voss

Josh Plona

Senior
Biomedical Sciences
Brighton, Mich.

Sophomore
Nonprofit Administration,
Public Administration
Chicago, III.

Sophomore
International Business and
Economics
Taylor, Mich.

America, we have our scapegoat

1 am truly glad we have
finally found out who mined
our economy. It was former
Chairman of the Federal
Reserve Alan Greenspan.
No longer will we all have
to lie in bed wondering if we
were to blame. Homeowners
everywhere are breathing a
sigh of relief as well as their
mortgage brokers. Congress
and past presidents can
wipe their hands clean of
this recession and our future
president does not need to
worry about it. AIG can
go on partying and maybe
even invite over all the other
financial institutions.
Greenspan was the one
who caused this crisis. He
probably sank the Titanic

single-handedly now that I
think about it.
Last Friday’s Wall Street
Journal featured an article
and picture of Greenspan’s
address to the House
Oversight Committee on
Thursday. It was a welcome
change from looking at
current Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Ben
Bemanke all the time;
however, after reading the
article, 1 was left troubled.
Why exactly is Congress
forcing Greenspan to admit
his mistakes right at this
moment and why is this
front-page news right now?
This financial crisis is a
pressing issue, but right now,
we should be concentrating
on what caused the crisis, not
who caused the crisis. This
might be a stretch, but in my
mind,one man, however
powerful he may be, cannot
be solely to blame for an
entire country’s, perhaps even

the entire globe’s, economic
downfall. This man is an
economist, not Nostradamus.
He can just make educated
guesses based on the
information he had.
It is unfortunate we are
wasting our time pointing
fingers at each other, instead
of first finding out the
underlying issue.
Deciding Greenspan's
economic policy is to blame
for the current economic crisis
is all right, as long as we find
out what the underlying issue
was of why his decisions as
chairman caused this crisis in
the first place.
It would be nice to see
if Congress specifically
addresses the decisions they
believe lead to the crisis, or
if they are going to throw
all the decisions Greenspan
made while chairman in the
garbage.
I already know stones are
being thrown at the concept of

free markets. I hope Congress
will not also deem this the
reason for the fall of the
economy instead of looking at
the specific “wrong” decisions
Greenspan made as chairman,
not as a free market advocate.
However, I will leave my
opinion on free markets for
another time.
At this crucial time, there
is no point in making this
82-year-old man who led
our country through many
economic crises before
admitting he was wrong
about his forecast on the
housing market. Put meetings
like this off until another
time. Congress should be
concentrating on finding
out what caused the crisis
exactly, and as Oscar Rogers,
a financial expert played
by Kenan Thompson on
Saturday Night Live says,
“Fix it!”

psaenz@ lanthorn x:om

This economic downswing has an upside

GVSU junior, on the lack of regional
representation in the Student Senate

The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I .anthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion ami action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I .anthom
The Grand Valley 1 .anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints arid offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identificatkxi if dmpped off in person,
letters will he checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley l.anthom.
letters appear as space permits each

"We definitely should.
Some areas on campus
aren't well lit, so it
would be beneficial at
night."

GVL STUDENT OPINION

John Parker

GVI. OPINION POLICY -

"Yes, as a woman on
this campus, it's nice to
know that Grand Valley
is looking out for my
safety, and not just me
looking out for myself."

With the ominous threat
of a major recession, few
Americans are optimistic
about our economy, and
we have every reason for
concern. Recessions can cause
foreclosures, bankruptcies,
stock market crashes,
unemployment and lowered
consumer spending, among
other effects. Are they all
negative? I am not so sure.
Obviously I would never
wish for someone to lose their
home, job or business -1 am
referring to less opportunity
to buy (xi credit. Consider our
current economic situation a
mandaUxy budgeting lesson.
Unftxiunately fix- us, it is kind
of pass or fail.

From a societal standpoint,
we the people may have
taken this pursuit of happiness
thing a little too far. Greed
and consumerism pervade
the market and happiness is
measured in material worth.
It is so severe, middle-class
Americans are spending
themselves into debt just to
keep up with the perceived
norm. Forty-five percent of
credit card holders carry a
balance between $ I jOOO and
$ 10 J()00. This is a considerable
amount, bearing in mind the
average annual income for an
American is only $43200.
Althixjgh not everyone will
max out their cards - some
citizens only use them to rent
vehicles - credit card debt
has still increased 75 percent
in the past 10 years. At the
end of 2007, it totalled $972
billion. Since I have a credit
card myself, I am certainly not
trying to condemn those who
i/

use them. The true issue is the
line between wants and needs
that is becoming decreasingly
indiscernible.
In 2005, U5. credit and
debit card holders spent $332
billion on fast food alone. This
figure surged to $51 billion
in 2006. Those are some
expensive cheeseburgers, once
the interest is finally paid off.
Credit cards are not a bad thing
- often they are the easiest and
safest way to transfer funds,
travel, even keep track of
expenditures, especially online.
The difference in their utility
is when the nxxiey to pay off
the balance is unavailable,
or the purchases made are
superfluous.
College students are no
exception. After books, rent,
groceries, tuition and cold
weather gear suitable for the
Arctic, many of us do not
have all of the “fun money’’
we might think we need . At

this time in our lives it is even
more important to avoid being
sucked into the downward
spiral of living beyond our
means, however much society
encourages it. Simple things
like not charging fast food we
cannot afford right now can
make all the difference.
I realize consumer spending
is a driving force behind our
economy. Witlxxit it, we would
be in a much worse economic
crisis - not to mention we
would all starve. However, I do
not think an economic upswing
will help those who continue
to buy on credit jast to keep up
with society
I am hopeful, as we all are,
this economic crisis will be
resolved as stxxi as humanly
possible. But while we are
here, let us look around and see
if we canrxx leam something
positive from it.
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Football Notebook: Week 9

w GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief
Numerous Lakers earn
GLIAC honors this week
Five GVSU athletes and one coach took
home various GLIAC awards this week
Senior Chris Hammer was named the
GLIAC Runner of the Year after winning the
8K race and helping lead the Lakers men's
cross country team to the 2008 GLIAC title.
Freshman Julia Nowak was named the
GLIAC Freshman of the Year after a strong
season and 36th place finish at the GLIAC
Championships.
Nowak is the fifth consecutive Laker to
win the Freshman of the Year distinction.
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes was also
named as the GLIAC Coach of the Year after
guiding both the men's and women's cross
country teams to winning the conference
championship.
Senior Audrey Koopsen was named the
GLIAC Tennis Player of the Year after posting
an 8-5 record in singles play (all of which as
the No. 1 singles player) as well as a 6-4
mark in doubles play.
Koopsenand freshman Maria Gassanova
were named to the GLIAC All-Conference
First-Team while sophomore Darylann Trout
and freshman Katelyn Schaffer took home
second-team plaudits.
After out-dueling Ashland University
quarterback Billy Cundiff, junior GVSU
quarterback Brad Iciek was named the
GLIAC Offensive Player of the Week.
Iciek completed 16-of-25 passes for
319 yards and four touchdowns and rushed
for another as the No. 1 Lakers came from
behind to topple No. 23 Ashland 48-42
Saturday night.
It was the second time this season Iciek
has won the distinction.
Senior Ashley Elsass scored the game
winning goal in overtime to give the No. 1
Lakers a 2-1 overtime win against Saginaw
Valley State University to keep the team's
unblemished record intact.
For her efforts the forward was named
the GLIAC Women's Soccer Player of the
Week.
Elsass had three goals and seven points
last week and is second on the team with
13 goals and tied for the lead with 10
assists.

!

Martin talks highlights,
low points against Ashland
Head coach Chuck Martin details pros, cons of Ashland, preparation for Northern
By Brian Beaupied
GVl. Sports Editor

Blasko a big hit on offense

Using two tight ends is pretty common
in Grand Valley State University’s offense.
However, senior Jonn Mathews is the
primary target for passes at the position,
while fellow senior Scott Blasko is typically
used as a dominating blocker.
But in Saturday’s 48-42 win over
Ashland University, it was Blasko’s turn
to receive some attention in the passing
game.
“Catching the ball is great, but catching
doesn’t compare to running a guy 15 yards
and putting him on his back,” Blasko said.
"It’s a great feeling to completely dominate
another player.”
GVSU head coach Chuck Martin
likened Blasko’s performance to that of
presidential hopefuls Sens. Barack Obama
and John McCain.
“He’s a political guru, Obama, McCain
and our big man Blasko are on a political
campaign every week (to get the ball),”
Martin said.
Blasko caught a season-high five passes
for 67 yards including several pivotal
first downs and an acrobatic leap over an
Ashland defender.
"1 would like to see him quit hurdling
people and drop his shoulder, the one time

he dropped his shoulder he about ended the
kids career,” Martin said.”
The 6-foot, 4 inch, all-conference tight
end is known for his blocking, but is a big
target underneath for junior quarterback
Brad Iciek.
“When you have him underneath the
defense you know you just have to get him
the ball,” Iciek said. “He’s big. He can fall
forward mid get six yards, but he can also
run with it.”
Ashland exposes Laker defense

Offensively, save for one quarter,
GVSU had little resistance in moving the
ball down the field Saturday night.
However on defense, Ashland enjoyed
similar ease moving the chains. For the
first time since 2(XX),GVSU allowed 42 or
more points during a game.
It was the first time the Lakers have
been tested by a prolific passing game this
season and Martin keyed in on defending
the pass as a focal point for improvement.
"I think we’re pretty good at rushing
the passer, I’m not so sure we’re good at
stopping the run mid I am pretty damn sure
we can’t stop the pass,” he said. “Anybody
that has thrown the ball down the field has
made us look pretty bad.”
Entering the game,GVSU led the nation
in scoring defense at 8.6 points per game,
but that ranking is deceiving to Martin.

"They ’ ve just got to understand that they
can’t worry about being No. I ranked in
the country in scoring defense when we’ve
seen seven of the worst offenses we’ve ever
seen at Grand Valley,” he said. “I’m seeing
garbage offenses going against a defense
that’s got a false sense of security.”
Looking ahead to Northern

The No. I Lakers enter Saturday’s tilt
against Northern Michigan University
still undefeated and still the top team in its
region.
Despite the Wildcats entering the game
with a 2-6 record the team has a unique
home field advantage at the Superior
Dome, where the team has recorded both
of its wins.
"They’re a much better team in the
dome, they seem to get excited and play
very well there,” Martin said. “We have
not played very good defense in the dome
in my time here, it’s a tough place to play
defense.”
Northern
first-year
defensive
coordinator and former Saginaw Valley
State University head coach Rmidy Awrey
is another wild card in the Wildcats hand.
Awrey brings a familiarity of the Laker
offense to NMU. but the l>akers will be just
as prepared for the defense Awrey throws
their way.
sports® lanthorn com

Who: No. 1 GVSU (8-0, 8-0) at

Northern Michigan (2-6,2-6)
Where: Superior Dome in

Marquette, Mich.

Football sets GLIAC
attendance records
GVSU set several GLIAC regular season
attendance records Saturday.
The Lakers set a GLIAC record for single
season attendance with 64,511 fans in
its five home games, while also setting a
GLIAC record with an average of 12,902
fans per game and a single-game record
with 14,612 against Ferris State University
Sept. 20.

When: Saturday, 1 p.m.
Radio: 106.9 FMWMUS
Inside the series:

GVl / Becky Reaver

Pep talk: Chuck Martin gives his team a few encouraging words after a tough practice in the Laker

All-time: NMU leads 16-14-1
Last NMU win: 2000 (29-28)
Current Streak: GVSU, 6
Longest Win Streak: NMU, 11

Turf Building on Tuesday. The Lakers will head to Northern Michigan University on Saturday

Schedule
Friday

•
•

Swimming and Diving
vs. Calvin at 6 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Saginaw
Valley at 7 p.m.

Saturday

•
•
•

Football at Northern
Michigan at 1 p.m.
Soccer vs. Ferris State
at 1 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Lake
Superior at 4 p.m.

GLIAC Standings
*

Football

J*

Grand Valley St.
Wayne St.
Ashland
Ferris St.
Michigan Tech
Saginaw Valley
Hillsdale
Indianapolis
Northern Michigan
! Northwood
Findlay
Tiffin

’
•.

t*
,•
*.
-‘

Conf.

Ovr.

8-0
6-2
6-2
5-3
5-3
5-3
4-4
3-5
2-6
2-6
1-7
1-7

8-0
7-2
6-3
6-3
6-3
5-3
5-4
4-5
2-6
2-6
2-7
1-8

12-0
10-3
9-4
9-4
7-5
2-11

23-2
16-8
19-5
16-9
15-9
6-15

Volleyball
.

•

N

v'
V
*

ffl

Grand Valley St.
Michigan Tech.
Saginaw Valley St.
Northern Michigan
Ferris St.
Lake Superior St.
Soccer

vj
wj

f
4

13-0-0
Grand Valley St.
8-4-1
Tiffin
7-5-1
Ferris St.
y\ Northern Michigan 6-6-1
Saginaw Valley St. 6-6-0
5-7-1
Findlay
4-9-0
Ashland
n
0-12-0
• Northwood

18-0-0
I2-4-1
8-7-1
10-8-I
6-8-0
6-9-1
7-12-0
2-14-0
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Becky Reaver

Yard dash: The football team runs sprints during practice in the Laker Turf Building to prepare for playoffs The team is 8-0 for the season

Soccer prepares to host Ferris State
SVSU threatens Lakers'
perfect record, women
come from behind in 2-1
overtime victory
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Senior Reporter

For the first time this season, the
women’s soccer team found themselves
trailing by a goal. But for the 18th time this
season, the No. 1-ranked leakers came out
victorious.
Grand Valley State University (18-0,130) kept its perfect season intact with a 2-1
overtime victory against Saginaw Valley
State University on Sunday.
“It was a typical Grand Valley/Saginaw
rivalry game.” said GVSU head coach
Dave Dilanni.
The leakers fell behind 1-0 just 10
minutes into the match, but stayed confident
knowing they had 80 minutes to find the
equalizer. Dilanni added.
“It’s the first game we’ve been tested
by having to come from behind,” he said.
“We’d be dreaming if we felt we were
going to walk through our entire schedule
unscathed or untested. The best part about
that game is that we responded under a
difficult situation and came out showing
a stronger character about ourselves.”

Dilanni said.
It took the I xikers until the second half
to tie the game, with a goal headed in by
senior midfielder Meaghan Robinson to
send the game into overtime.
“We had confidence we were going to
pull off the win,” Robinson said. “We just
had to work hard for it this time and show
character within our team."
After finishing regulation tied 1 -1, it did
not take long for the leakers to knock in the
deciding goal after senior forward Ashley
Elsass kicked in a rebound two minutes
and 13 seconds into the extra session.
The team’s focus will now shift to
Saturday’s match when GVSU will host
Ferris .State University at I pm. in its last
regular season game of the season.
“Having a solid 90-minute game going
into the GLIAC tournament will be a
positive step for the postseason.” Robinson
said. “It’s always important to not take any
game for granted.”
The game holds even more significance
for eight seniors, who will be honored
before the game in their last regular season
tilt as Inkers.
“Our eight seniors that have been
(integral) to our program are going to
cherish that,” Dilanni said.
Senior midfielder Joyce Rose said
the seniors have been talking about the
upcoming game and are excited and sad to

see their time at GVSU draw to a close.
It has been almost three years since
GVSU has hosted the Bulldogs, with the
last game Nov. 5,2005.

mkn:awa@lanthorn root

GVl Archive / Andrew Mills

Ball battle: Senior forward Jamie Radley heads

the ball against a Findlay defender in a past
game The Lakers are now 18-0 for the season

GVl Archive / Brian Sevald

Jump set: Senior Jamie Ashmore sets the ball

during a game against Ferris State earlier this
season Ashmore is a top player in the GLIAC.

Senior 'sets'
tone for
volleyball
By Kenneth Cotto
GVL Staff Writer

Like the Chicago Bulls needed
Michael Jordan and the Green
Bay Packers needed Brett Favre,
the volleyball team needs Jamie
Ashmore.
Ashmore, the senior setter
from LaPorte, Ind., is essential to
the Grand Valley State University
volleyball team; any team without
a good setter is unlikely to be very
successful.
“The
setter
is
like
the
quarterback,” Ashmore said. “That
person is telling people what to do;
they control where the ball is going
to go and who is going to get the
ball.”
This “quarterback’s” leadership
has earned her awards such as the
2007 GLIAC Tournament Most
Valuable Player, 2006 and 2007
All-GLIAC Second Team honors
as well as helping lead the Lakers
to their first national championship
in 2005.
She does not just orchestrate
the offense, but also gives off the
positive vibe a team needs.
“I think there are a lot of people
(who) get excited when I get
excited,” she said. “Or they just
laugh at me.”
GVSU head coach Deanne
Scanlon agreed Ashmore has her
own kind of energy.
“She just brings an energy out
there,” she said. “I enjoy watching
her play.”
Scanlon has seen Ashmore grow
and develop since redshirting in
2004 and although she is serious
when she is on the court, off the
court she is not all about business.
“She is probably a little more
goofier off the court.” Scanlon
said.
When she prepares for matches,
she partakes in a pre-game ritual
some may find quite different.
Aside from enjoying a variety of
music from Britney Spears toclassic
oldies like “Get Down Tonight” by
KC and the Sunshine Band to pump
her up before a game, Ashmore has
a couple of non-traditional rituals
too.
“I always have to have two
pieces of gum and my ChapStick
with me,” she said. “I have to play
a game of Sudoku, too.”
After four years of Division
II volleyball, the most important
ritual is dedicating herself to
helping younger players develop,
and continuing to be a role model
for them.
“I think she is a great teammate,”
said senior Danielle Alexander.
"She is a really hard worker and a
good leader."
Along with Alexander, Ashmore
is one of the few players left who
was part of the 2005 championship
team. Her hunger to repeat the same
success before graduating is what
drives her now, she said.
“It’s not going to be the end of
the world (if we don’t win another
championship) but it is definitely
something we are striving for,” she
said. “We felt it. We know what it is
like and we want to taste it again."
Although Ashmore will be
leaving GVSU in April, she plans to
become a coach, own a volleyball
organization or maybe become an
athletic director, she said.
And like Jordan and Favre, who
continue to involve themselves in
their beloved sports, Ashmore will
continue to keep volleyball in her
life as well.
“It’s not over for me yet,” she
said.
kcotto @ lanthorn .com
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PIGSKIN
PICK ‘EM
Lanthorn staff go
head to head with
their selections for
College Football
Brian Beaupied

Matt Kuzavva

Jared Greenleaf

Grant Wieman

Graham Harrell has a
Mike Leach is known for
Heisman-like performance
offense, but the Texas
as the Red Raiders win
Tech, defense has been
a thriller.
showing up all season.
TTU 41, UT 38
TTU 42, UT 27

No. 1 Texas (8-0) at
No. 7 Texas Tech.

In another shootout
between Big 12 teams, the
Longhorns show the Red
Raiders who is the best
team in Texas.
UT 42, TTU 35

The Longhorns will hook
the Red Raiders BCS bid.
UT 24.TTU 17

No. 5 Florida (6-1) at
No. 8 Georgia (7-1)

Florida will put its effort
into stopping Knowshon
Moreno, giving Matthew
Stafford some open looks
down the held and a big
game. UGA 34, UF 27

With a rainy forecast,
Knowshon Moreno will
give the Gators fits.
UGA 23, UF 21

Tim Tebow will need a
TiVo to finally get a look
at Georgia’s swarming
pass rush.
UGA 24, UF 13

No. 15 Florida State (6-1)
at Georgia Tech. (6-2)

The Yellow Jackets are
putting together a nice
season and Florida State is
rebuilding, but is not
quite there yet.
GT 27, FSU 19

The ACC is just terrible.
FSU 19, GT 13

Antone Smith continues Expect the Yellow Jackets
to roll like he has all year. to come out with emotion
and upset the Seminoles
FSU 35, GT 17
— who took advantage of
Virginia Tech, after it lost
its top two quarterbacks.
GT 21, FSU 13

Clausen is starting to grow
into a legitimate college
quarterback and he will
show it against
the Panthers.
ND 37, PITT 17

Pitt’s quarterback was
JUST released from
the hospital.
ND 31, PITT 9

The Irish cannot handle its Notre Dame is coming
first true test of the season off a win against a bad
Washington team. Jimmy
PITT 34, ND 27
Clausen throws for 300
and two touchdowns.
ND 31, PITT 10

Pittsburgh (5-2) at
Notre Dame (5-2)
*PILLOW FIGHT
OF THE WEEK*
Michigan (2-6) at Purdue (2-6)

They cannot be THAT bad
Spread offense + able
receivers + porous
can they?
secondary = Purdue wins.
U of M 17, PUR 14
PUR 34, U of M 17

Following Georgia’s team
party in the endzone last
season, Tim Tebow, Percy
Harvin and the Gators get
revenge.
UF 38, UGA 31

The Wolverines own
Tiller, always have,
always will.
U of M 24, PUR 21

Curtis Painter and a spread
offense. The Boilermakers
will expose an atrocious
Michigan secondary.
PUR 36, U of M 17

Last Week

4-1

3-2

3-2

4-1

Record

4-1

3-2

3-2

4-1

Student athletes achieve
success on field, in classroom
Damon
measure academic success rates.
GVSU’s academic success rate
Arnold,
GVL Staff Writer
is 77 percent, which places the
director
of
Grand Valley State University is Academic
university sixth in the GLIAC.
first in its class as far as Athletics, Services
Hillsdale College has the highest
and takes that same mentality from for
Laker
rate at 91 percent, while Wayne
the field into the classroom.
State bottoms out the GLIAC at
Athletics,
As the President’s Cup recipient credits
only 46 percent.
this
every year since 1998. GVSU success to a
Many coaches also require
has enjoyed tremendous athletic commitment
their players to participate in study
Arnold
success, but first and foremost as from coaches.
tables, which the university offers
an academic institution.
every Sunday and Wednesday.
“All of the
In September.G V SU’s women's coaches that we’ve had have been
Although most teams have a this
softball team was acknowledged as believers in the student athlete,” he requirement, softball does not.
having the second highest team GPA said.
“I don’t have a study table,”
of any NCAA Division II school.
In his tenure at GVSU, Selgo has Woods said. “I figure they’re
The team’s cumulative 3375 GPA never removed a coach because his mature enough to handle the
was bested by only Grand Canyon team failed to perform to academic- responsibility.”
University.
expectations.
Alternatively,
Wcxxls
GVSU
head
Selgo said encourages the older players on his
‘It's family, school,
coach Doug “Doc”
if there is an team to help tutor younger players
softball... In that
Woods called it
instance
in who are struggling.
an
outstanding
order.”
which a team’s
“Knowing that Dtx (Woods)
accomplishment
academic trusts us enough (not to require
for his players, but
performance a study table) means a lot,” said
LORI ANDJELICH
stressed it did not
is below what senior Becky Rudenga. “It makes
GVSU SENIOR
come easy, and
he
believes us want to work that much harder.”
although he was
it should be,
Part of Arnold’s job is to work
proud, the team must
the issue will be addressed in the with students and their professors.
move on.
coach’s annual evaluation.
From there he reports to Nancy
“Last year was great,” he said.
“Specifically,
we
address Giardina, the assistant vice president
“So now you have to focus on this whether or not a coach has a sincere for Academic Affairs, in addition
year.”
concern for his or her student to Selgo. and said he believes it
Senior Lori Andjelich said athletes and is motivating them is important the professor and
Woods makes a point to stress toward graduation,” Selgo said. students know he is advising them
academics to potential players from “In the 12 years I have been here, as students, not as athletes.
the first time he recruits them.
student athletes have consistently
“I’ll never turn away an athlete,”
“It’s family, school, softball.” graduated at a higher rate than the Arnold said. "Just because they
she said, “In that order.”
student body.”
aren’t putting forth the effort I think
The softball team’s academicThe NCAA compiles a six- they arc capable of doesn't mean
success does not carry over to all year average of graduation rates that light switch won’t turn on.”
sports, however.
wieman @ Itutthorn rom
from every participating school to
In 2007, the Laker football
team’s 15 academic, all-conference
Suit: Sizzlin’ Sunday
players ranked GVSU 10th of 13
$2 Cover & $2 Drinks 3-8pm
GLIAC schools.
GVSU Athletic Director Tim
Mod: Football Party
Selgo said academic placing is a
Get in FREE w/ Favorite Jersey
reflection on the difficulties student
Tue: 2-4-Tuesday
athletes face.
2-4-1
Redlight Dances
“Our first goal as an
&
Showgirl
Suites
administration is for all of our
student athletes to create a positive
Wed: College Night
teaming environment," Selgo said.
$10 Topless Dances 6-10pm
“We believe we must create an
Tdr. Showgirl Search at 11pm
environment our student athletes
can be successful in as students.”
Frl: Freaky Friday
The NCAA mandates that
2 Girls, 1 Low Price
student athletes must maintain a 20
Set: Swingin’ Saturday
GPA to remain eligible as athletes.
1336 Ravine @ Douglas
Coupies receive 2-4-1
GVSU student athletes average a
Kalamazoo (269) 344-8104
admission,
drinks
&
dances
301 GPA
dejavucom

By Grant Wieman
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Soccer has made me a believer

I have a confession to make.
Your very own soccer beat writer is not a
fan of the sport.
Not surprised?
That is probably because most of you do not
watch soccer either. But I propose a challenge
to the Grand Valley State University student
body: Go to a women’s soccer game. You will
not be disappointed.
Granted the team is No. I in the country,
is 18-0 through Sunday and has completely
dominated almost every game this season. So
the competition may not be the most exciting,
but this Laker squad has pizzazz.
Listen, I know it may be cold, windy and
possibly snowing for Saturday’s senior game,
but this team is a special group of players that
could go down in history as one of the greatest
Division II soccer teams of all time.
And frankly 1 will be happy to admit I
watched most of the team’s home games
this season. By the way, they have won 39
consecutive home matches — the fifth longest
streak in Division II history.
I could go on and on with a countless
number of statistics, but that would just be
boring. This is one of the best pair of seasons
a GVSU sports team has ever put together —
period.
OK, so now that I know you will be
attending either the last home game of the
regular season or the GLIAC tournament the
Lakers are hosting, let me tell you what all the
hoopla is about:
* It’s tough to write a story without
mentioning senior Katy Tafier. She is wrapping
up a GVSU career in which she has scored 111
goals (third all time in NCAA Division II) and
ranks fourth in Division II history with 261
points. She will be talked about for years to
come.

* Junior Irie Dennis is a reason to
attend a game in her own right. Her speed is
unparalleled with anyone else on the field. See
for yourself, it is incredible. Add that speed to
her graceful head-over-heels flip throw, and
you have got one fun player to watch.
* Throw in All-American goalkeeper
Kristina Nasturzio, who admittedly sings and
does a play-by-play announcement to herself
because the defense is so dominating. Oh. and
she’s pretty good in net, too.
The GVSU football game is away at
Northern Michigan University on Saturday,
the Michigan Wolverines are terrible, and
Michigan State ... well, TiVo it or something.
See, you have nothing better to do.
OK, I have another confession to make: I
am now a fan.
mkuzawa @ lanthorn .com

Copper Beech
r-,'o~w

By Emanuel Johnson
GVl. Staff Writer

Grand Valley State University
fans are used to seeing the
football, volleyball and soccer
teams participate in postseason
play during the fall season.
This
season,
however,
GVSU fans will have to keep
up with an extra postseason
sport. After finishing in first
place in Michigan’s division
of the Midwest Rugby Union,
the women’s rugby team will
face off against the University
of Illinois this weekend in the
first round of MRU playoff
competition.
It will mark the first time in
club history the Lakers have
placed well enough to make it
to Division I play.
“It should be a great battle,”
said GVSU assistant coach Abe
Cohen. “When two great teams
meet each other in competition,
then it becomes more about will
than it is about skill. We’ve
been preaching that all week to
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GVl Archive / Nicole Bernier

Hard save: Goalkeeper Kristina Nasturzio makes the

winning save in a penalty shot during a game against
Mercyhurst last season Nasturzio has not had the
opportunity to do much of this sort of thing this season.

IS COMING NEXT WEEK!
*

Women's rugby qualifies for Division I tournament
First time in club
history Lakers
place into Division I
play, go postseason

n h

\,

the team. Hopefully we’ll come Lakers had made great strides
in their level of play since the
out with the victory.”
After finishing undefeated beginning of the season.
“They’re definitely starting
in the Michigan division of the
MRU and with one loss overall, to understand how to play the
the team is looking forward to an right way,” he said. “You’ve got
to play as a team rather than as
increased level of competition.
The Lakers had the chance an individual.They’re executing
to check out the University of the game plans that we give
Illinois playing style when it them and they’re committing
played Michigan
fewer penalties.
As long as they
State University
“Coming
into
this
a few weeks
keep playing like
season I knew that
we’re supposed
back, said senior
Kelli Vanover.
to, then we’ll do
it would have to
well.”
“They
look
be all or nothing
Cohen,
like they’ve got
... and I came in
however,
was
a little weight
willing
to
on us,” she said.
wanting to give it
address
some
“We’ve been a
myall.”
small team for
things the team
would need to
at least the past
MICHELLE SEEFRIED
improve on to
three years or so,
GVSU SENIOR
advance
deep
and we’ve gotten
into
playoff
used to playing
contention.
in that style.
“We have to get more
We’re a fast running team, but
if the forwards can’t get the ball assertive,” he said. “You’ve
for us then we’re going to have got to want the ball, and when
you get the opportunity to go
to find other ways to get it.”
Because of the discrepancy quickly with the ball off of a
in size between the two teams, penalty, then you’ve got to go
the Lakers will be forced to find with it. But if we play the game
opportunities in the open field right, then we won’t have to
rather than work through the worry about much.”
For some players, this
Illinois players, Vanover added.
Cohen said he believed the postseason appearance comes
at the perfect time, as they
approach the end of their
eligibility.
“Coming into this season
I knew that it would have to
be all or nothing,” said senior
Michelle Seefried. “I knew that
our success this season would
determine my outlook on rugby
for the rest of my life, and I
came in wanting to give it my
all. So far we’ve done very
well.”
eJohnson @ lanthorn .com

* Grand Valley State University Allendale
Monday, November 3
5:00 PM

Kirkhof Center-Room 2270

Come discover why the Disney College Program
is an opportunity you just can’t miss!
Are you a college student who is looking for;
- A paid internship opportunity that will stand out on
a resum6?
- A chance to build your r6sume and gain real-world
experience with a world-renowned company?

- A custom-designed learning curriculum that could
earn you college credit?
- An opportunity to meet people from around the world,
make lifelong friends and have fun?

Apply online and bring your application
to the presentation.

_

drsneycoilegeprogra m com

C Disney • EOt • Drawing Creativity from Diversity

AND APARTMENTS
Calm. Quiet. Peaceful.

Best Value
on Campus!
2 &4 Bedroom units

Some units include

all utilities
Break through: Junior weak side wing Chantell Boyd runs the ball upfield during

GVSU's game against MSU Saturday The rugby team qualified for Division I play
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Starting at $250 per person

DSL available in ALL units!
Visit us on the web <® GVTownhouses.com

Walk out townhouses with patio
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Less than 2 miles from campus

Call 895-4001
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The Black Rose Irish Pub
100 Ionia Ave. SW, Grand Rapids
(616) 456-7673
Events: Pirate Party, band Craic Wisely
Ages: 21+ after 9 p.m.
Cover: $5
Sunday, Night of the Living Dead,
$250 costume contest
Ages and Cover: 18+ is $10, 21+ free
Drink specials: $2 domestic beers and
wells
Founders Brewing Co.
235 Grandville Ave. SW, Grand Rapids
(616) 776-1195
Events: bands Oracle, UV Hippo,
Red Frog, best male, female and
overall costume contests
Ages: 21 +
Cover: $6
| The Intersection
I 133 Grandville Ave. NW,
l Grand Rapids
\ (616)451-8232
| Events: Mega ‘80s
I Halloween, e-mail
I Jordan@sectionlive.
| com for chance to win
Jl free tickets, prizes for best
M costume, photo shoots
j and a special gift from the
3 band
lAges: 21 +
9 Cover: $10
McFadden’s
58 Ionia Ave. SW, Grand
Rapids
(616) 454-9105
Events: Thursday, Angels
and Devils, $2 U-CallIts 8-11 p.m., free cover if
dressed as angel or devil
Friday: Jaw Jacker: A
Halloween Experience, $2
pints of Arcadia Jaw
Jacker all night, $3 wells,
$3 SoCo shots 8 to
11 p.m.
First place $250 for best
costume, second place
$250 bar tab on Friday,
third place $100 bar tab
on Friday
Rumors Night Club
69 S. Division Ave.,
Grand Rapids
(616) 454-8720
Events: Friday ladies
night and costume
contest
Sunday: Halloween Mega
Party and costume
contest,
Monday: Halloween show
with the House Divas
Cash giveaways all
weekend
Skelletones
133 S. Division Ave.,
Grand Rapids
(616) 356-1926
Events: Thursday show
at 6 p.m., bands Behind
Lies Ruin, Know Lyfe, The
Judgement of Paris, Come
Find the Lion, Behold the
Man, Doctor! Doctor!
Friday: Halloween Night
Rave at 10 p.m.,
Minnestoa CD release
party
Cover: $5
Teazer’s Bar and Grille
819 Ottawa Ave., Grand
Rapids
(616) 459-2481
Friday: Halloween
Bash,
live music, drink specials,
costume contest
Ages: 21 +
No Cover

The B O B.
20 Monroe Ave., NW, Grand Rapids
(616) 356-2000
Events: Weekend of Horror, Thursday-Sunday
Friday: Heaven and Hell
Ages and Cover: 21+ $5
Diversions
10 Fountain St. NW
(616) 451-3800
Friday: Costume contest
with $200 in cash and
prizes
Saturday and Sunday:
Costume contest with
$500 in cash and prizes

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Thursday: Zombie Walk begins at
10 p.m. in Rosa Parks Circle and travels
to Crush Nightclub
Ages and Cover: 18+ is $10, 21+ is $5

Saturday: Halloween Rock Bash with WLAV starting at 7 p.m.
Ages: 21+ $9.97 at The B.O.B. or online at etix.com
Costume Contest
Best overall: $1,000 check
Most frightening: $750 gift cards
Best rock star: WLAV-Pepsi Prize pack: $150 in Amazon gift
cards, HP Photo Smart digital camera and Zune media player
Best political figure: $250 gift cards

Flanagan’s Irish Pub
139 Pearl St., Grand Rapids
(616) 454-7852
Events: $100 prize for the most
unusual costume, band 9 Mile
Smile
Drink Specials: $2 domestic
drafts, $3 Long Islands
Ages: 21 +
Cost: $2

Gfcost storie* b Wcffr MW>
companion. He locked them both
in their room at the boarding
house where he broke a gas pipe,
suffocating them both.
The building was tom down
and replaced by the Michigan Bell
Company in 1924, but legend says
the young couple never left. Now
the Ameritech Building, workers
have reportedly heard bumps and
screams in the building. Sounds
believed to be

locales:

1

tapids, the camPas ot
some of these
spooky legends
Holmdei ; Building
prevalent
in
at Aqujr is College
rests an eerie
West Michigan
Vl. .
•tt
Hall
at
building
and decide for
^00 rICl
yourself if they
COITierStOI i University.
are indeed real.
-* students and
One of Grand
administration. The Holmdene
Rapids’ most prevalent tales of Building, previously the Lowe
haunting and apparitions takes Family Estate, is wrapped in
place on the comer of Fountain mystery. While the Lowe family
and Division streets, in the former inhabited the building, one of the
building of the Michigan Bell Lowe children drowned on the
Company. Before the company set property. Now stories are told in
up its business there, the building which lights are switched on and
housed a boarding house - the off and children’s voices have
Judd-White House.
been heard in the hallways.
A young couple moved into
Cornerstone University in
this house, having moved from Grand Rapids also has a spook,
Detroit to the newer city of which can be found outside
OlNki Rapids. After awhile their of Pickett Hall, l^ore tells of a
irlattoosiup went awry, leading girl dressed in traditional garb
the young man to kill his female from the ‘70s, who waits quietly

outside the hall. Once she notices
she is being watched, however,
she disappears into the night.
St. Stephen School in Grand
Rapids supposedly suffered a fire
in the '70s in which one young
girl was trapped in a locker-room
bathroom, legend has it she can
still be heard screaming from a
bathroom stall.
Resting close by on the shore
of Lake Michigan rests the quaint
town of Grand Haven. Despite
its
accommodating
tourist
atmosphere, this town is said to
have its fair share of spooks.
The Ottawa County Jail, before
being rebuilt in Holland, resided in
Grand Haven. The building now
serves as a courthouse, but some
of the building’s former inmates
seem reluctant to leave. One of
these is “Hallway Herbie,” a spirit
who died in the jailhouse by self
hanging in his cell.
One security guard claims to
have felt a weird and imposing
presence when walking through
a thoroughly locked catwalk.
Another said he was shoved
forcefully into a bathroom, only to
realize he was completely alone.
Many of these legends come
without solid evidence to back
their existence, but this makes
them no less frightening to tell
around the campfire or to your
friends this Halloween.
arts@lanthorn com

GVL/PetCl

Spooks: The PantHnd Ballroom in the Amway Grand Plaza is said to be hat

Courtesy Photo /

www.Wrkr.coNVGkSt

Eerie area: The Pulton Cemetery located in Grand Rapids is said to betounted.

on Caivyxtf
Thursday
• Movie: “The Strangers” at the
Kirkhof Center Big Screen
Theater
* All Saints Day party at
Cook-DeWitt Center
^
at 9 p.m.

Friday: Halloween
• Movie: “The Strangers'
at the Kirkhof Center Big
Screen Theater

•

Trick-or-Treating with
Laker Village for families from
5 to 8 p.m.
• Halloween Costume
Dance Party with Ball Room
0924: Waltzes, tangos and
scary costumes will be
featured as part of Laker Late
Night in Kirkhof Center at
7 p.m.
• ‘Sexual Perversity
in Chicago” in the Louis jfe
Armstrong Theatre from
7:30 to 9 p.m.
•
Laker Late Night,
with mask decoration,
’
a haunted houso ti r
a costume da^
party in theOri
River Room of
Kirkhof Center

at 9 p.m.
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What is the
scariest movie you
have ever seen?

\
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By Ryan Copping

1*^%,

GVL Staff Writer
“The last movie I saw in
the theaters that actually scared
me was 'The Ring.’ It actually
created a sense of dread in
the entire him. I didn’t know
what was going to happen,
and I was actually scared.”
— Scott Watson, senior
"A good one was ‘Saw’ but I
just saw 'The Strangers.’ It was
scary because it was based on
a tme story. Those are always
scarier.”
— Kristen Walls, graduate
student

You Will Need:
•Cake wx (try red Ve/vet, it /oo^5 //£»
•t^Me /foStiry
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‘“I Am Legend.’ I left in the
middle of that movie. I couldn’t
handle it. I drove my sister there
and I left her in the theater. The
zombies were really creepy.”
— Emily Jung, graduate student

Mummy Cupcakes
•Follow instructions on the back of
cake mix box to bake cupcakes
•Wait 3 hours for cupcakes to cool
•Mix green food coloring with white
frosting
c
®
•Scoop frosting into plastic sandwich

“The scariest movie I’ve
ever seen is ‘The Exorcist,’
because the girl does really
weird, abnormal stuff with her
body, like her head twisting
around in circles. It was freaky.”
— Liz Hoveman, senior

•Cut small hole in lower corner of
bag to squeeze frosting out
•Draw 2 lines across the upper onethird of cupcake
•Place chocolate chips on lines as
eyes
•Starting at top, draw diagonal lines
with frosting
•Starting below eyes and finishing at
bottom, draw horizontal lines

‘“28 Days Later’ because
it could actually happen ”
— David Herrema, senior
“I hate scary movies because
they scare me too much and it’s
not fun ”
— Danielle Budahn, senior
‘“The Exorcist.’ 1 think it
has something to do with the
sheer evil of the enemy. It’s not
just a killer; the whole movie
is a battle between good and
evil and you see evil working
and winning and succeeding
throughout most of the movie.”
— Tracy Stephens, graduate
student
“That’s a tough one. My
favorite horror movie is ‘Saw.’
It is proof even an average
movie can be redeemed by
a .spectaculauucver-j«aw -iU
coming ending.”
— Ruben Perta.GVSU
alumnus and high school teacher
“The scariest movie I’ve
ever seen is ‘Audition.’ The
torture scene is probably the
most graphic torture scene
ever. The person she’s torturing
has a paralyzing agent and she
continuously sticks him with
needles and at the very end of
it cuts his foot off with a razor
wire.”
— Tiffany Compton, GVSU
alumnus and photographer
“I would have to say that
the scariest movie I have seen
is ‘Visitor Q.’ It is not scary
in the traditional sense of the
word, it is far more distressing
and alarming. What scares me
more than the movie itself is
the vomitus revulsion I have
witnessed from fellow audience
members who have had trouble
stomaching the film's repugnant
themes of incest, excessive
lactation, gratuitous violence
and necrophilia."
— Scott Rosendall, GVSU
alumnus and actor
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•Follow instructions on the back of
cake mix box to bake cupcakes
•Wait 3 hours for cupcakes to cool
•Mix red and yellow food coloring
with white frosting
‘finrparl
_ entire
•Spread nranna
orange frosting on
surface of cupcake
•Use black decorating gel to create
jack-o-lantern face

.

Catopus even+r f>roiv>o+e safe Had ©ween
atmosphere for their children
with an opportunity to visit a
Halloween carnival type event;
Halloween is Friday, and for there were various activities like
many students that means parties, cookie decorating, face-painting
haunted houses and lots of scary and arts and crafts,” he said.
fun.
The Meijer Holland Campus
But
for
students
with did a good job in promoting
femitics, * tamer
the event to
Halloween may
its
students
“We
will
be
having
be desired, which
and the local
is why several
trick-or-treating in
schools
family-friendly
by
placing
a safe and secure
By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer

Halloween

posters

community, as well
activities will be
throughout the
offered by Grand
as different activities
campus and
Valley
State
community,
the children can play
University.
Stewart
before or after ...M
One
event
added.
already held was
Families
LAUREN
DIVINEY
a Trunk or Treat
who
are
LAKER VILLAGE SOUTH
sponsored by Phi
looking
for
LIVING ASSISTANT
Mu and Delta
a safe trickSigma Phi. This
or-treating
took place on Oct. 17 at GVSU’s environment on Halloween night
Holland Meijer Campus, and was may choose to visit leaker Village,
open to students, their families where residents will be handing
and the Holland community.
out candy.
Participants in the Trunk-orThe trick-or-treating will take
Treat were able to visit cars in place Friday from 5 to 8 p.m.,
the campus’ parking lot to receive and any school-age children and
candy, providing a safe trick their families from neighboring
or treat for families with small communities are invited to
children, said Branden Stewart, participate.
president of the Greek Life
Guides located at the Laker
Council.
Village North Community Center
“This was a great event for will be available to show families
families to attend because it which houses to visit, and signs
helped create a safe and fun

will help direct families where to
go
There are currently about 25
townhouses signed up to hand
out candy, and any student who
would like to help guide families
or help out with other activities
arc welcome to participate, said
Lauren Diviney, apartment living
assistant for leaker Village South.
Advertising in local community
businesses and schools, as well as
information on GVSU’s Web site
will let local families know about
the trick-or-treating, Diviney
added.
“We will be having trickor-treating in a safe and secure
community, as well as different
activities the children can play
before or after they go trick-ortreating, if interested,” she said.
“Overall, it’s going to be a great
event.”
Laker Village resident
Ashley Cariello thinks
families
should
trick-or-treat
in
Laker
Village
because the

environment may be safer
than it would be in their local
neighborhood.
“Coming to Laker Village,
the parents will know that the
apartments they go to will be
safe and the students passing
out the candy are excited to see
the costumes and the children,”
she said. “This event will bring
a smile to everyone’s faces that
night.”
Some GVSU families may
choose to take their children trickor-treating in a local neighborhood,
and it is a good idea to keep safety
in mind when doing this.
Children should go out only in
daylightunlessaccompanied
by an adult, and

children should plan a safe route
so parents know where they are a
all times, according to http://www
halloween-safety.com.
The Web site also advises
children should use a flashlight
glow stick or wear reflective
clothing to make themselves mere
visible to cars.
Whether students choose
spend Halloween at a party, trick
or-treating or watching scar)
movies, those with families can bt
assured GVSU will provide a safe
Halloween environment for then
children.
ableeker@lanthorn ran

older

“‘Tremors.’ It’s scary stuff,
but the tone is not overly
dramatic.”
— Kent Tiedeman, GVSU
alumnus
“‘Aliens.’ it was really
suspenseful. You can never see
the alien so you’re womed.
You’re going. ‘Is it there, is it
not, is it going to get them?’’’
— Christopher Oposnow, Public
Affairs
“It’s a toss up between ‘Evil
Dead II’ and ‘Re-Animator,’
because they’re kind of a perfect
mix between horror and hilarity.
I appreciate the hand-crafted
_____ M
gore.

— Meghan Moylan, senior
“‘Twin Peaks: Fire Walk
With Me’ and The Exorcism
of Emily Rose.’ The spiritual
dimension of evil that was
very real and palpable in those
movies. For some reason, that
seemed more realistic to me
than a murderer or a monster.”
— Denise Oalloway, GVSU
alumnus and writing instnictor
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES: Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: classifieds0lanthorn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTV
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60C/Word
55C/Word
50C/Word

55</Word
50</Word
45C/Word

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
*5.°° per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

EaUrp lanttjom|

0051 KIRKHOF
Allendale Campus

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9 5

Announcements

Opportunities

For Sale

Housing

Housing

Housing

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn can
help you spread the word!
331-2460.

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Diamonds: selection, certifica
tion.
Good
price.
Jim,
616-538-9682.

Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

Gorgeous River House condo
for sale $279,900 or for rent
$1800/month. 2-BD, 2-BA,
1232 sq. ft. River view. Call
Marcia at 616-844-5073.

Female subleaser needed for
Winter 2009. Fully furnished
bedroom, private bathroom.
Copper Beech townhome.
$377/month plus low electric
bill.
Call
Kendall
at
734-718-0921.

The Village at 48 West. Now
leasing for fall 2009! Come into
the leasing office now to see
how you’ll fit in at 48 West!
616-895-2400
or
www.48west.com for more info.

Room for rent. Close to cam
pus. Contact 313-350-8546.

Don’t Get Mad. Get registered.
voteforchange.com Register at
your campus address October
6th. Call 888-MI-Change or text
Ml to 62262(Obama).

Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthorn.com.

Turn off the lights, put the com
puter on sleep mode, buy En
ergy Star appliances. Do your
part to use less energy. Watch
for Facility Service’s tips in the
Lanthorn. Helping Grand Valley
save on energy costs.

Want an internship, co-op, or
full time position? Come to
GVSU CareerFest 2008! Meet
over 130 employers on Tues
day, November 4 from 2pm 6pm! Visit gvsu.edu/careers for
more information!

Wanted

Make some noise! Boost your
GPA! We’re talking about your
graduation plan of attack. Air
Force Reserve. Check us out on

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
GVSU Student work. Customer
sales/service.
Base
pay
per/appt.
$14.25.
616-241-6303.
Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Lost 8 Found
Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find what
you’re missing.

the

web

at

AFReserve.com/TalkToUs.

Entertainment
Montes. Never Cover for Ladies
or With College I.D.! Look on
our website for upcoming
events and specials. 438 Bridge
St. 21+Permitted 616-774-5969
myspace.com/monteslounge
Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit your
event to our free entertainment
calendar online at www.lan
thorn.com.
MEGA 80’s at The Intersection
is a FULL NIGHT of LIVE ‘80’s
music! Be there on Halloween
for costume contests and
prizes! 21+ welcome.

2000 Pontiac Grand Am SE —
76K miles, V6, 26 mpg,
satellite radio. This car is in im
maculate shape. Only 2 winters
in
Michigan so no rust.
Call
925.408.9532 for photos.
$6500 OBO.
Complete uncensored Season 1
of MTV"s Hit show, A Shot at
Love with Tila Tequila.Includes
never-before-seen extended
and deleted scenes! Brand new
DVDS, never opened, total of 3
discs. $20. (616)307-0398
A.J."s Auto Repair & Towing
Service can help FIX your prob
lems. We also provide car un
locking services. Present your
GVSU I.D. and receive 15% off
any service. We are Located at
3931
Eastern Ave. Call
(616)247-4611 M-F, 8am to
5:30 pm.

University Townhouses and
Apartments NOW LEASING and
starting at only $250/person
and less than 2 miles away from
Allendale
campus!
Call
616-895-4001 or visit GVTownhouses.com.

Room in Conifer Creek townhouse for rent. Private bath
room, garage, $370/mo. Start
now or winter semester through
May "09. Call Jeff @
989.503.0612

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ’09 - ‘10!
1, 2, 3, or 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copperbeechtownhomes.com
North West 3 bedroom duplex.
Walk out basement. New car
pets. 1 block from bus line.
616-460-4150
2 bedrooms for rent in new Al
lendale
house.
Small
$425/month, large $450/month.
Includes utilities. Females only,
no smoking, no pets. Available
Jan. 1st. Call 616-892-2800.

4-BD, 2-BA house for rent in
Jenison/Grandville. Equal dis
tance from Allendale and down
town campuses. Large yard
with basketball court, many up
dates, finished basement with
bar area, washer and dryer,
large
garage.
Rent
is
$1400/month plus gas and
electric. We pay water. Avail
able one-year lease (potentially
more) with move in at the end of
April (date negotiable) 2009.
kristenoutwater@yahoo.com.

Roommates
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad!

Dave and Doogie by Jeremy Leiter

Attention Lanthorn Readers: All
archived issues of the paper are
now $20. Please call ahead
(616-331-2460) to allow time for
archive retrieval and have pay
ment ready at the time of
Dick-up.

Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.
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